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Abstract 

Biometric identification systems - a set of tools that has been developed in the last years - have 

been used by several industries and for different aims. Airports are one of the major sectors 

exploiting these technologies since they have been facing many challenges due to an increase in 

the number of passengers and operations as well as stricter security procedures derived from a 

greater attention to issues concerning terror attacks.  

If these identification technologies do potentially insure a considerable amount of advantages 

such as for security reasons, however past studies have shown that people still have social and 

cultural concerns towards them. That is why this thesis aims at assessing the impacts of this 

identification systems on airport users, the passengers, and tries to understand how much their 

implementation affects the costumer satisfaction - a relevant aspect for the service management 

of airports. 

This thesis attempted to answer the research question by evaluating the drivers concerning  the 

acceptance and the readiness levels of the biometrics identification systems by airport passengers. 

The customer’s journey of two different airports - one uses these technologies, the other does not 

- are also compared and analyzed. These evaluations - technology readiness, technology 

acceptance and customer journey - have a both a direct and indirect impact on the customer’s 

satisfaction. 

According to a survey carried out on line, the levels of technology acceptance and the drivers that 

lead to technology readiness show positive results. Besides, among the respondents the level of 

acceptance of the biometrics technologies also depends on the awareness of the final aim and 

interests they have in innovation technology itself. As far as the customer’s journey  is concerned  

the use of biometrics technologies affects the passenger experience and therefore passenger 

satisfaction for 2 major reasons. First it helps decrease the time spent for airport security 

procedures, the speed of operations is one of the most important attributes for airport companies 

and for airport service quality. Secondly it changes both human and technological interactions 

during all the phases of the service. 
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1. Introduction 

The airplane as a mean of civil transportation is becoming more and more popular, and now the 

growth of the airline’s operations is massive everywhere in the world. The increase of routes, 

commercial business and different kind of airline services turned airports into critical and 

complex infrastructures that are reshaped their business, handling services have been joined by 

other activities and commercial services have become a major source of revenue for the airport 

management companies.  

The growth of passengers leads main airports to face new challenges in term of flow control and 

length of the airport procedures. Also, the terrorist acts involving the civil aviation sector and 

airports in the recent decades, from 9/11 until the recent attacks in Brussels in March 2016, they 

have led airports to face new challenges concerning the air passengers’ safety. Airport procedures 

had to be adapted to new rules set by government organizations to ensure the security of 

passengers and those new rules have changed the service provided and the overall experience. 

For the reasons listed and to facilitate some future challenges, some airports are implementing 

biometric identification systems, a technology that identifies the different people based on a 

unique human characteristic (as the fingerprint, iris recognition or facial recognition). These 

identification systems can have multiple implementations that are going to change and shape the 

service proposed regarding security, immigration procedures, flow management. 

These technologies, however, reveals doubts in respect of privacy, safety and social consideration 

concerns. These issues can create skepticism about their use and applicability. Also, their 

application in airports goes to modify the design of the service and the overall experience felt by 

the passenger. 

For this last consideration and due to the fact it is an innovative technology, the acceptance and 

the review of these identification systems by the users varies. On this is based the Master’s thesis 

that tries to understand what are the effects of the implementation of biometric identification 

systems in the airport services on passenger’s satisfaction. 
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1.1. Research Question  

Biometric Identification Systems have the ability to change the method in which an airport 

administers the own services to passengers. In this way, the customer journey changes and 

consequently different touch points or encounters change reshaping the passenger experience and 

its final product: the customer satisfaction.  

This Master’s thesis will look into how the biometric identification systems may have an impact 

on passenger’s satisfaction, one of the main subjects/stakeholder of an airport business model. 

For this reason, the research question of the thesis is: 

How the implementation of biometric identification systems affects air passenger’s  

satisfaction? 

In this thesis, the customer satisfaction will be considered as described in the paragraph devoted 

to the theoretical framework: as the culmination of a series of customer experience, the net result of 

the good ones minus the bad ones. Thus, the customer satisfaction is evaluated as the result of 

some variables such as customer experience and customer journey. 

The answer to the research question above will provide to readers of the thesis an understanding 

of what are the opportunities and the threats of this technology can bring to the airport industry 

in case of its implementation. 

To provide an answer to the research question, it has been decided to use and to respond to three 

different sub-questions that will help to discuss the central research question on various aspects. 

Sub-Question #1: How the acceptance of Biometric Identification Systems affects air passenger’s 

        satisfaction? 

The first sub-question will be answered through an online survey (e-survey) that will investigate 

the acceptance of biometric technologies in defer to some privacy, security, social and cultural 

concerns that past research and literature underlined about these identification systems (and not 
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on airport industry purposely).  

Sub-Question #2: How the passengers’ readiness regarding Biometric identification system as a 

         technological tool may have effects on air passenger’s satisfaction? 

The second sub-question will be, like the previous one, investigated via an online survey that will 

assess the drivers and threats that that build the concept of technology readiness for biometric 

identification systems. It means the emotional states arising from the use of an innovative 

technology and can be at the root of the final customer satisfaction as evidenced by several past 

researches based on the technology readiness of client regarding the use self-service technologies 

(which also include biometric identification systems). 

Sub-Question #3: How the Implementation of Biometric Identification System can affect the  

         customer journey and customer experience? 

The following sub-question will be answered through primary and secondary data. The primary 

data will be collected interviewing airport employees and expert about airport technologies and 

airport operations and through observations. Also, two customer journey maps will be presented: 

the first relating to an airport system that is not implementing biometric identification systems 

and a second one that is implementing biometric technologies. The comparison of the two 

different maps will 

help to understand 

b e t t e r w h a t 

d iffe r e n t i a t e s t h e 

service encounters (or 

touch-points) that 

make a difference in 

the final customer 

experience. Thus, they 

are drivers for the 

ult imate customer 

satisfaction. 
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In this thesis biometric Identification Systems will be called in different ways as biometric 

solutions, biometric technologies or biometric authentication methods in order to keep the text 

flowing and avoid to much synonyms. 

1.2 Structure of the Thesis 

To reply the research question presented in the previous paragraph, the Thesis is divided into the 

following chapters: 

• In Chapter 2 there is an explanation of the methodological foundations of this paper. First it is  

described the research purpose and strategy, then the epistemological and philosophical 

assumptions that help me to develop the thesis. Secondly, it is described how the collection of 

the primary data and the secondary data to make my final analysis and discussion has been 

conducted. In the end, a description about the quality of the research conducted and on the 

problems and delimitations that have been noticed during the writing are disclosed. 

• Chapter 3 consists of the case presentation. Biometrics identification systems as the main 

thesis case are presented, their function and the main concerns about their implementation 

are explained to give to the reader an understanding of the main subject of the entire thesis.  

• Chapter 4 consists of the industry analysis. The airport industry (where the implementation 

of biometrics is analyzed in this thesis) is explained. The airport business and its stakeholders 

as air passengers are described.  

• Chapter 5 is about the theoretical concepts that guide the thesis to answer to the sub-

questions are depicted. In the second section the past academic researches related to my topic 

are outlined. This literature review entails previous studies addressing the lever acceptance of 

self-service technologies (including biometrics identification systems) and the positive and 

negative drivers to assess the technology readiness that are attributes for the satisfaction of 

customers.  

• Chapter 6 is the analysis of the primary data collected during the entire thesis process. This is 

divided into two sections: the first one is related to the e-survey analysis, while the second one 

is about the interviews and observations analysis. 
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• Chapter 7 is the discussion of the data analysis matched with the secondary data found and 

explained in chapter 3 and 4 to answer to the three sub-questions. Moreover, a final 

evaluation of the findings is conducted. 

• In the last pages, the conclusion of the thesis, the answer of the research question is presented. 

Then, ideas for future studies and researches about the topic are listed. 

2. Methodology 

To analyze the effects of the implementations of biometric identification systems on air 

passengers’ satisfaction, first the methodological considerations has to be explained. This chapter 

determines the fundamental elements composing the research design and delimitating the 

scientific method implemented for the following analysis and discussion. Also, the selection of 

literature will be discussed, and finally, the validity, reliability and risk of biases will be presented 

in a conclusive section regarding the thesis’ delimitations. 

2.1. Research Purpose 

This research has two primary purposes: 

- To explore the impact of the use of biometric identification in the airport on air passenger’s 

satisfaction. In particular, the research will examine what is the air passengers’ level of 

acceptance and readiness in respect biometrics identification systems. Exploratory 

research is needed when knowledge is still limited on the issue studied, have never been 

investigated before or have never been examined in that particular context (Blaikie, 2010, 

p71): this is the case of my research topic. The exploratory research helps me to sharpen 

the focus of my research and it is a necessary phase (Blaikie, 2010, p.71). 

- To evaluate the impact of the use a particular tool as biometric identification systems on air 

passenger’s satisfaction. The impact will also be estimated from an empirical point of view 

that is how the implementation of these systems changes the experience and journey for 

every passenger. Evaluation research seeks to examine the consequences of the adoption 

of a particular course of action (Blaikie, 2010, p74) that in this case is the implementation 

of biometric identification systems in more and more airport systems around the world. 
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2.2. Research Strategies 

This paragraph presents the logic and the set of procedures used to answer the research question 

and to accomplish the research purposes described in the previous section. Additionally, it 

provides the ontology and epistemology of the research, essential statements for the validity and 

reliability of the entire analysis. 

The research follows an inductive method. The inductive research strategy, as Blaikie (2010, p.83), 

“has the final aim to establish limited organizations about the distribution of, and patterns of 

association amongst, observed or measured characteristics of individuals and social phenomena”. 

The inductive method is suggested to perform an exploratory research based on a few observed 

or measured characteristics of events (Blaikie, 2010). This research strategy requires to me to 

choose a set of components, collect data related to them and then draw a generalization from 

them (Blaikie, 2010). “For this research strategy, the social world can only be observed or 

measured through the use of researcher-defined concepts (Blaikie, 2010, p.83)”. Moreover, Blaikie 

affirms “the answer to our question will be influenced by our background knowledge, from both 

theory and previous research, as well, as from tradition within the discipline and it will be limited 

in time and space (Blaikie, 2010, p.83)”. 

Neuman (1997) states the inductive analyis begins with a price investigation of the world and 

then create idealized generalizations calls patterns, Doing so, this reasoning approach examiner 

build “empirical generalizations” and identify a relationship with his initial theory. (Neuman, 

1997). 

The inductive approach analyze a case with no theory at the beginning of the research; theories 

may emerge as a research result. 

Fig.2 The inductive approach.  
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2.3. Epistemology and Phenomenology of the research 

The scientific approach of this research, the “research paradigm”, that constitutes the theoretical 

basement for any scientific analysis with its ontological and epistemological assumptions, it has a 

crucial importance to understand the research on itself. 

The inductive research strategy is related with the intepretivist paradigm because the 

interpretivist paradigm contemplate a logically stream of information from a specific case to 

general (Blaikie, 2010) and the inductive strategy try to make generalizations from examples of 

real events. For the paradigm the final knowledge is made by the participants and by the reading 

of the watcher. For the paradigm, the two entities, participants and the watcher are two 

inseparable elements. 

However, the thesis presents mostly a phenomenological point of view. The emphasis of this 

thesis is about passenger’s satisfaction, where the “satisfaction” is considered as a subjective 

element since each individual can have different attributes and perceive the service in a different 

way. Phenomenology is mainly affecting what persons associate to different activities (Justesen & 

Mik-Meyer, 2012). The main researcher’s purpose is to portray, understand and read the 

“meaning universes”. These meaning universes are formed by social and cultural contexts and 

they change for every one (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012). Thus, the context and the subjectivity 

are essential circumstances for the phenomenology during the research process (Justesen & Mik-

Meyer, 2012). Consequently, the results found in the thesis are influenced by personal judgment 

and are shaped by the environment in which the subject is placed (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012). 

2.4. Strategy of Inquiry 

The strategies of inquiry utilized in this thesis are: a qualitative analysis of secondary data, also 

called secondary analysis and a mixed-method of qualitative and quantitative of primary data. A 

secondary analysis, with primary data, will help to answer to Sub-question 1 and Sub-question 2, 

while Sub-question 3 is addressed through few quantitative data and qualitative data from the 

primary analysis and few secondary data. 
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2.4.1. Primary Data 

To collect primary data, both quantitative and qualitative methods have been used. The 

combination of the two different methods can compensate the weaknesses of one by the benefits 

of the other and it can bring a better understanding of the topic and what has been gathered 

(Blaikie, 2010). 

Qualitative research methods were used to increase the knowledge and to answer the sub-

question 3. Thus, the main objective was not the quantity of data collected but to enrich the 

quality of the information. However, the style used is descriptive and rational this is due to the 

research purpose. The qualitative methods used were observations and interviews. The 

information gathered from the interviews were used to design the customer journey map and, 

thus, to answer the sub-question 3. A guideline for the interview was written as a first step of the 

primary data collection. 

A quantitative research method was also used, the e-survey, mostly to answer the Sub-question 1 

and sub-questions 2.  The principal reason for the use of the e-survey was to obtain more 

respondents and to increase the number of opinions. 

All the main documents correlated to the collection of primary data have been enclosed as 

appendixes. The transcript of the qualitative interviews are in Italian, the language used to collect 

data: the reason is no meaning would have been lost in translation. 

2.4.1.1. Interviews 

Interviews were one of the data collection methods for the analysis. The purpose of the interviews 

was to collect qualitative data. 

To conduct the interview, the format chosen was the semi-structured. An interview guide was 

prepared in advance of the meeting. Some changes were made to the interview guide due to the 

conversation with the interviewees and new questions emerged during the execution. These 

interviews were included in the analysis. 

The questions were short and clear to understand. They were following a specific guide but there 

was space to deviate and make any follow-up questions (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012). For every 

question, sufficient time was given to let the interviewee able to reflect and provide a meditated 
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answer. Each of the two interviewees had all the same questions. At the end of each one it has 

been demanded to the respondents if they would have add anything else that could have been 

relevant for the thesis. 

The interviews were carried out at Bologna Airport on July 18th, 2016. The interviewees were: 

L.D. (Systems Analyst at Bologna Airport) and E.C. (Data Analyst at Bologna Airport). The 

interviews have been recorded because it would have been difficult to direct the interview 

properly: writing down all the main information and walk around the airport areas where the 

interviewees were showing me the airport and the technologies used by the airport it would have 

been an impact on the data collection. In this way, all the information would have been available 

for the subsequent analysis. Due to the airport noise, some part of the interviewees has been 

compromised. After finishing the interviews, they have been transcribed. 

A thematic analysis was implemented to process the two interviews. When the analysis process 

began, the researcher already had an overall idea of the main structure. Nevertheless, both 

interview transcript were read in depth.  

2.4.1.2. Observations 

In addition to the interviews, observations were used as a research method in order to answer to 

sub-question 3.  

For the observation method has been used the less-structured type that produces qualitative 

details on the behavior of people or groups of people. The emphasis of this type of view is given 

by the flexibility to collect events and acts in their fullness, and then it keeps in mind the social 

and cultural context in which they occur. 

Because of a vast number of data can occur, the selection was necessary, and it was impossible to 

register everything. It was recorded a general approach that underlines what was happening and 

making more detailed records of incidents that seem particularly interesting or revealing. 

As it has been reported on SAGE research methods wrote by Willig and Stainton Rogers (2008) it 

has been necessary take notes of basic information as place, time and date and all the other 

information about the context that could be found relevant to the analysis and discussion. 
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The observations have been carried out in at Bologna Airport on July 18th, 2016 where it has 

been possible to access to both airports side: the air side and the land side. Moreover, It has been 

allowed to have access to the immigration area for people arriving at the airport. 

2.4.1.3. E-survey 

E-surveys are survey conducted by the use of electronic devices as Internet (Fuglsang, Hagedorn-

Rasmussen & Bitsch Olsenet, 2007). In respect of traditional studies, e-surveys are cheaper, faster 

and easier to use. It is also possible to reach a relatively high number of people in a short amount 

of time. The main reason to use a survey is to gather a big amount of people’s answers to analyze 

that allows to make a broader generalization about the population (Blaikie, 2010). 

Based on this it was decided to create an e-survey to reach more people and in order to answer to 

Sub-question 1, 2 and, in a limited way, to subquestion 3. The full questionnaire can be found in 

the appendix. E-surveys are initially a quantitative research method, which this survey also 

mainly was. To gather more qualitative data and to recognize new perspective not already 

considered, several questions had an open “other” response option. This was also to let the 

possibility to respondents to have different opinions and options not taken into account when 

designing the survey if they felt that none of these matched their own points of view. 

The purpose of conducting an e-survey was to receive more responses, and hence collect more 

data and get a higher generalizability than would have been possible with qualitative research. 

Moreover, it was useful to combine the results of one group of the e-survey questions with the 

interviews and the observations in order to get more information to better answer to sub-

question 3. 

Ahead starting to create the questions, what data and information were sought after was carefully 

considered, so not to have any meaningless questions. Then, when designing the questionnaire, 

Fuglsang et al. (2007) recommendations about how to secure the best possible results were used: 

- The survey was tolerably short in order to get more replies and a smaller number of withdrawals 

and questionnaires not fully complete. The average time spent to fill out the survey was 6:30 circa. 

-    The response options were limited by creating all closed questions. 
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-  No pictures or elaborated drawings were inserted inside the survey to ensure the survey would 

not be slow to load. In addition, these elements may be distracting when filling out the survey 

and they can raise the number of withdrawals and questionnaires not fully complete. 

-  The use of drop-down menus was excluded, as these can often lead respondents to choose the 

first options compared to those positioned further down. 

Andersen’s (2009) advice about language skills was used to formulate the questions. Slang and 

abbreviations were excluded to ensure that all could understand the issues. Moreover, very long, 

imprecise and prolix questions were not considered. 

To make sure that people who have never heard or did not remember what a biometric 

identification system was, a text box with a simple definition was added if the respondents were 

answering “No” or “I’ve heard about it, but I do not know exactly what it is” to the first question 

“Do you know what a biometric identification system is?”. To allow cross tabulation analysis, 

questions regarding travel characteristics were included, as well as having demographic questions 

regarding age, geographical origin, education level achieved and technology expertise.  

To create the e-survey, a software which would serve the needs of the questionnaire was chosen. It 

was important to find a software where the questionnaire could be developed as planned, without 

having any constraints that could affect the quality in any way. For these reasons, Typeform.com 

was chosen. Before publishing the survey, three people were selected to test the questionnaire in 

order to make sure that everything would follow the line developed and the questions were 

comprehensible. Some feedback regarding the language was given from the test persons, and a 

few alterations were made before publishing the final version of the survey. 

To reach out the respondents, non-probability sampling was used. The population for this study 

was everyone who as traveled by plane. The decision to use a random sample with a broad 

population was due to the necessity to test different “class” of people. 

Due to time and resource constraints, convenience sampling was primarily used to distribute the 

e-survey. Via Facebook, an invitation was sent to friends and individuals registered to different 

groups and Facebook communities.  
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The survey was also posted on various web forum related to travels and civil aviation. This is a 

self-selection sampling method since respondent chose whether to participate in the survey or 

not after seeing an announcement of it on a website (Fuglsang, Hagedorn-Rasmussen & Bitsch 

Olsenet, 2007). 

As well as convenience sampling, snowball sampling (Blaikie, 2010) was also used to a lesser 

degree. To reach more respondents, especially more adult respondents, some friends were asked 

to share the survey with their own family and friends. In addition, to reach more respondents 

from outside of Europe, the questionnaire has been published in online communities and 

Facebook groups related to people living in all the different continents. 

This e-survey was published on Tuesday afternoon, as this is a time many people will have free 

time. According to Fuglsang et al. (2007), most people make the decision whether to complete 

the questionnaire or nor immediately after seeing the invitation. Therefore a time where many 

people might have the opportunity and the time to answer carefully chosen. An incentive to 

complete the e-survey was added, and this option was selected to attract more people not related 

to me (especially from other continents) to fill out the survey. 

The advantages of using e-surveys are, as already mentioned, the fact that is quick, cheap and easy 

to use, and that more respondents can be reached. Another advantage is the transparency of the 

collection, processing and interpretation of the data (Fuglsang, Hagedorn-Rasmussen & Bitsch 

Olsenet, 2007). It is easy to present the e-survey results in a way that readers can comprehend 

how they were obtained. To this extent, it can be simpler to establish inter-subjectivity, because 

the results will ideally not be dependent on a subjective interpretation (Fuglsang, Hagedorn-

Rasmussen & Bitsch Olsenet, 2007). In this e-survey, there were “other” comments that required 

a personal interpretation. 

The disadvantages with e-surveys are for example the possibility of sampling errors, non-response 

errors and measurement errors (Fuglsang, Hagedorn-Rasmussen & Bitsch Olsenet, 2007). In the 

chosen software it was possible to exclusively view the results of the fully completed surveys, 

which meant that any potential non-response errors were excluded. Measurement errors were 

attempted minimized by formulating the questions and corresponding response option 

thoroughly, and carefully designing the questionnaire. Lastly, suggestions on how to minimize 

errors were applied using Fuglsang et al (2007): 
Biometric Identification Systems in Airports 
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-    A percentage progress indicator was added to the questionnaire so that the respondents would 

be aware of their progress in the survey at all times. This can help to motivate respondents. The 

lack of this optional tool can lead more people to drop out or leave the survey because they are 

tired of answering even though there are just a few questions left. 

-    If the respondents did not respond to all the questions on a page, an error message would 

appear, stating that every question needed to be completed. Because of this, most questions had 

an alternative stating as “I don’t know”, “maybe” or “unsure”. Questions not including those 

options were either question that should be easy to answer, like “origin”, or question that also had 

a neutral alternative. By including this respondent would not be forced to state something they 

did not mean, and more people would hopefully complete the questionnaire; 

In total, 322 respondents filled out the survey while it was active. Of these 2 were incomplete and 

therefore discharged, which led to 320 completed surveys. To analyze the results from the e-

survey the software Microsoft Excel was used. Since all of the quantitative data were nominal, 

descriptive statistics were used for analysis. 

2.4.2. Secondary Data 

Secondary data in the form of articles and theories are presented in the first part of the thesis to 

constitute the foundation of the rest of the argument. Academic journals and books has been the 

primary references of secondary data. In addition, online news articles, blogs, online sector-

magazines and various other websites were used to collect information about the topic. The 

theories and knowledge gathered were used to create and elaborate the primary methods used in 

the research In addition, secondary data will be also included as contents to discuss and match 

with primary data, with the purpose to provide a stronger foundation for the conclusions drawn. 

2.5. Quality of the research 

Quality criteria were applied to critic the quality of the study: reliability and validity. 

Validity and reliability have long been seen as important in quantitative research where 

objectivity has been the ideal, which makes accurately defined methods and variables necessary 

(Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012). With qualitative research, on the other hand, there have been 
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discussions regarding whether these quality criteria are applicable. It has been more of a 

discussion on how to distinguish between good and less good qualitative research (Justesen & 

Mik-Meyer, 2012). However, both reliability and validity can be used for evaluating qualitative 

research as well. 

The validity of research is essential, and it concerns whether the results obtained help to answer 

the problem statement and whether what the study say it measures is what it actually measures 

(Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012). The validity of this research is considered to be high, as it is 

believed that by carefully constructing the e-survey question, the interview and the elements for 

the observations, validity has been accomplished. (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012) 

Nevertheless, there are different types of validity. One of them is the statistical validity (Bitsch 

Olsen & Pedersen, 2008). In this thesis, the statistical validity is somewhat impaired considering 

the appropriate representation of the population. In the e-survey, the majority of the respondents 

were between 21 and 36 years, which is a skewed distribution compared to real life, and this can 

leads to a weaker statistical validity. Moreover, since the interviews are only two and the 

observations have been only in few airports it is hard to generalize the results based on the 

population, which means the external validity is impaired. Ideally, more people in different age 

groups should have been reached in the quantitative research, and more people from various 

airports should have been included in the qualitative research. Due to time and resource limits, 

though, this is hard to execute. It will be necessary to make general conclusions based on the 

findings. From the theory, it is possible to identify patterns among a population based on a 

sample. 

Reliability indicates whether the research methods are defined well enough so that others could 

repeat the analysis and get the same results (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012). Reliability is much 

more applicable to quantitative data since exact measurements are difficult in qualitative research. 

In fact, in interviews the knowledge is made by the interaction between two individuals who 

influence each other (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009), and so it can be difficult to obtain the exact 

same results if another interviewer performed the interview. As an attempt to get better reliability, 

the researcher tried to maintain a professional distance during the meetings and reported from 

the subject’s perspectives. The goal was to minimize errors and biases in the study. But overall, 
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reliability was not the propriety in connection to the qualitative research performed in this 

survey. 

Regarding the quantitative analysis, the e-survey, reliability has been tried to be achieved by not 

having any inaccuracies in the questionnaire. If for instance, a question was hard to interpret, 

people could have answered it based on different basis and the results would then have been 

achieved by chance (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). The process of the data has also been done 

carefully, as not to collect any fallacious results. 

In respect of the secondary data, a critical approach was taken to be certain that the information 

was from accurate and reliable sources. Academic literature is considered a reliable source since 

the authors are known and the publisher acts as a certification. In a couple of article regarding the 

biometric identification systems, the authors were someone who worked in airports, and 

biometric field private companies and not academic practitioners. In these cases, a critical 

attitude was kept while reading the article since they can be biased to portraying their own 

business more positively. Web sites were used when the sender was clear and specified and 

insistence was put on using websites that are widely recognized and updated. Because of these 

steps and measures, it is believed that the secondary data used is reliable. 

2.6. Problems and Delimitations 

This research is trying to explore a topic that is still unknown and not studied by previous 

researchers. A lot has been written about biometrics technologies, but there is no information 

about the implementation of biometrics technologies in the airport industry and the effects on 

customer satisfaction. This is impacting the thesis because it has not been easy to find reliable 

academic sources. Additionally, due to the innovativeness of these technology has been difficult 

to find information about airports that are already implemented those technology and some of 

the insights collected during the interviews with airports specialists are based on assumptions 

and studies and not based on real cases. 

Moreover, the evaluation of the impact of biometrics technology will consequently not be a 

precise measurement, but it will give only a generalized point of view. As already stated in the 

previous sections the time and resources constraints represented a limit for the research. 
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About the customer journey, the thesis is analyzing only the passengers that are starting their trip 

in that airport, and it is not assessing the customer journey for stop-over passengers. in addition, 

due to the impossibility of finding and analyzing airports which are implementing all the 

biometrics solutions described, it was not possible to assess the variable “passengers’ feelings” for 

the customer journey that refers to “Airports that are implementing biometric identification 

systems”. 

3. Case Presentation 

In this chapter is explained and describe the main subject of the Thesis: the biometrics 

identification systems. The following sections include an explanation of how these systems work, 

the main features and the primary applications (also related to the airport industry). In the end, a 

consideration of the social and cultural concerns about these technologies is also discussed. 

3.1. Biometric Technologies 

Biometrics are human features that do not change during a person life (Morosan, 2013). Authors 

recognize two different types of biometrics: 

1) Biological biometric that cannot be controlled by the human owner (i.e. fingerprint, iris, voice 

or face traits); 

2) Behavioral biometric that are controllable by behavior’s owner (i.e. the handwriting or 

signature pattern). 

The development of information and communication technologies has induced the use of 

Biometric characteristics as tools of authentication; Biometric Identification Systems has been 

developed with the primarily objective to achieve more accurate identification of individuals 

through the recognition of these human biometrics characteristics (Mills, Meyers & Byun, 2010). 

These intelligent recognition techniques involve expert systems, neural networks and 

sophisticated techniques of computing. The main advantages of these methods, compared to the 

conventional ones, are related to their ability to remember and learn (Mondo Digitale, 2004). 

These biometrics technologies are referred to as “modalities” (Morosan, 2011) and there is no 
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biometric pattern that can be recognized as the best for every kind of practice also if some of 

them can be considered superior to others (i.e. 3D facial recognition is more accurate than 

fingerprinting) (Schouten & Jacobs, 2009). Nowadays, the most common biometric identification 

systems are the fingerprint, face recognition, iris scanning, voice recognition and signature 

recognition (Morosan, 2011). 

In details, a biometric technology is a computerized system that authenticates a human being by 

his/her biometric feature. The system involves four components (Jain, Flynn & Ross, 2008): 

1)    A “sensor module”, a scanner used to acquire the biometric image from the user; 

2)    A “feature extractor module”, which extracts a feature set from the raw biometric image and 

creates a template for the user; 

3)    A “matching and decision-making module that compares the feature extracted from the user 

with the existing ones already in the database, and it validates or not the identification; 

4)    A “database module” that is a deposit of templates for users. 

Biometric technologies involve two stages: 

• The enrollment.  During the first phase, the user provides his biometric image or sound to the 

sensor module. A template regarding the user has been created, analyzed by an algorithm and 

stored in a database (Jain, Nandakumar & Ross 2016). 

• The recognition. The recognition can have two different modalities: verification or 

identification. The process of the audit (1 to 1 matching) occurs when the user claims his 

identity. Then, the system makes a comparison between the image detected in real time and the 

template image in the database. If the system finds a sufficient similarity, the system accepts the 

user. The verification occurs. Whereas the process of identification (1 to many matching) befalls 

when the real-time scanned image is compared with all the template images in the system 

database and, then, is associated with the one with the most similar characteristics (Jain, 

Nandakumar & Ross 2016). 

The main features that can be used for personal identifications must meet the following essential 

requirements (Mondo Digitale, 2004): 

• Uniqueness, the first requirement for every biometric feature (Gray, 2009), it indicates how 

the biometric identification system is able to recognize each user among the others, and it 
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means it is not possible to share the same biometric feature because it is unique for every 

human being; 

• Universality, the feature is a unique characteristic of each individual in the world and it 

cannot be replicated; 

• Permanency, the biometric features remain unchanged over time; 

• Collectability, the biometric feature can be collected and analyzed by the system; 

Considering the uniqueness of each individual’s biometric features, these technologies are often 

considered superior system than other authentication alternatives (Jain, Nandakumar & Ross 

2016) due to the accuracy of the acquisition process (Jain, Nandakumar & Ross 2016). However, 

some accuracy differences arise during the comparison of different biometric modalities. 

Fingerprint, iris scanning system boast a false reject rate (FRR) (0.1 and 0.99 respectively) that is 

significantly lower than the face recognition and voice recognition false reject rate (5-10% and 

10% respectively). Differences are also evident within different false acceptance rates (FAR): 

fingerprint system, iris scanning system, and facial recognition system have a FAR around 1%, 

voice recognition system has a FAR of 5% (Morosan, 2011). 

False reject rate (FRR) and false acceptance rates (FAR) are the most commonly used rates used 

to assess biometric technologies performances (Morosan, 2010): 

-    False reject rate (FRR) is the percentage of false rejections, authorized users but rejected by 

mistake from the system that fails to recognize the authorized persons; 

-    False acceptance rate (FAR) is the percentage of false acceptances users, unauthorized users, 

but accepted owing to a system error (Schouten & Jacobs, 2009). 

Every biometric technology has different features, advantages, and disadvantages in terms of 

performances, distinctiveness, intrusiveness, technology sizes and costs (Riley & Franke Kleist, 

2005). To better understand the thesis and the analysis, the three most diffused biometric 

technologies (International Biometric Group, 2008) are presented below: 

- Fingerprint identification recognition system. 

The fingerprint recognition is the oldest personal identification technique. It has been employed 

since 18th Century, but, it became a proper biometric identification system during the late 19th 
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Century developed F. Galton and E. Henry.  The fingerprint recognition analyzes the patterns the 

curves and valleys of a human finger’s surface (Trocchia & Ainscough, 2006). The user presses the 

finger against the small scanner surface for less than 5 seconds (Trocchia & Ainscough, 2006). 

The scanner captures an image. The image and the claimed identity of the user are the input that 

is sent to the database.  The output is the YES/NO answer. The system compares the input with a 

reference image stored in the database if there is a likeness the output is the YES answer and the 

user is correctly recognized (Mondo Digitale, 2004). This process is called automatic verification 

system (AFAS), and it is different from the automatic fingerprint identification system (AFIS). 

Taking into consideration the topic of the thesis analyses only the applications of the fingerprint 

recognition related to the airport industry,  only the automatic verification system is considered 

in this thesis 

 The fingerprint recognition is the most popular among the others, in 2005 accounted for the 67% 

of the biometrics market, because fingerprints are unique and they do not change over the time. 

However, the problem related to the recognition of a fingerprint can be linked to the degradation 

of the finger skin due to the age, manual labor or a loss of skin elasticity (Mills, Meyers & Byun, 

2010).  

- Facial recognition identification system. 

Facial recognition identification system analyzes user’s facial features and patterns by capturing 

the facial image by means of video imaging or thermal imaging (Cavoukian, 1999). Facial 

recognition has the advantage, than other technologies, of not being invasive and it requires a 

little or non-cooperation to process the screening because it is not subject to changes in behavior 

(voluntary or involuntary) by the individual (that is not active) subjected to facial recognition. 

The facial recognition identification systems have to be developed regarding the different type of 

user’s behaviors: cooperative if the user is aware and willing to proceed with the process, non-

cooperative if the user is distracted or does not care about the process and hostile if the user is 

active to prevent the recognition and assume evasive behaviors. A feature-based approach 

compares the location of specific points such as the top of the lip, the bottom of the nose, and the 

distance between the subject’s eyes (Cavoukian, 1999).  The human face is composed of a 

complex set of multidimensional images. From a biometric point of view, face recognition is not 

characterized by high permanence: the multiple expression of the face, the age, the radical 

changes in the look or the presence of glasses are examples of external features that can evolve 
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over time and it can make it difficult the process of identification (Cavoukian, 1999). The non-

permanent character of the face involves a complexity of technical problems to solve. Nowadays 

face recognition techniques are primarily used in test mode by comparing the image of the face of 

the registrant (acquired live) with the preregistered in the system (Mills, Meyers & Byun, 2010). 

- Iris identification recognition system. 

Iris recognition system scans the visible pair of the user’s iris. A recognition system based on iris 

involves a Charge Coupled Device to capture the eye’s image and software that analyzes the iris in 

user’s unique features (Mills, Meyers & Byun, 2010). The identification of the iris is becoming 

more popular than the retina identification (Mills, Meyers & Byun, 2010) The iris is relatively 

immune to environmental disturbances, with the exception of the instinctive response of the 

pupil to light. The iris is suitable for the biometric identification because it is reliable: each user’s 

iris possesses a series of details with an extremely low probability that there are duplicates 

(Cavoukian, 1999). It involves the user because it requires some of his cooperation to capture an 

adequate image but it is a non-invasive technology because it does not complain any physical 

contact. Moreover, user’s iris is stable across his lifetime and the recognition process adulterated 

by eye surgery or contact-less (Yun, 2003). 

Concerning the airport industry, iris recognition identification system is involved to verify 

passenger’s identity when a user claims an identity showing his passport at immigration controls 

One example is Heathrow Airport in London (UK) that aims to speed passenger movements 

through the terminal and detecting illegal immigrants (Mills, Meyers & Byun, 2010). 

3.2. History of Biometrics Identification Systems 

The use of human biometric features as an identification tool come from 1870 when Alphonse 

Bertillon developed the idea of using anthropometric measurements as tools to identify criminals 

(Mondo Digitale, 2004). Towards the end of the nineteenth century, this initial idea was further 

developed when F. Galton and E. Henry discovered the distinctive, unique feature of the 

fingerprints (Jain, Nandakumar & Ross 2016). In 1905 in the United Kingdom, for the first time, 

fingerprints were accepted as evidence identity in a criminal case. In the early 1960s, the 

development of a digital signal processing technique led immediately to work on the automating 

human identification (Cappelli, Maio, Maltoni, Wayman & Jain 2006). Biometric identification 
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begins, then, to be engaged not only in anti-crime or judicial activities but also for other purposes 

such as security (involving a growing number of people) (Mondo Digitale, 2004). During the 

1960s were recognized the potential for the application of this technology to ensure high-security 

access control, but also for the personal lock for financial transactions.  

Whereas the first face recognition was developed by Turk and Pentland in 1991 (Turk & 

Pentland, 1991). This system had enhancements in the years due to the improvements in digital 

cameras and the quality of the images.  The development of compact digital cameras and low-cost 

cameras that can capture 3d images in real time has made over the years this technology 

applicable in many types of devices like tablets, mobile phones and personal computer (Jain, 

Nandakumar & Ross 2016). 

In the early 1990s, it was also developed the first iris recognition system by J. Daugman, a camera 

able to capture the iris images and characterize it in the form of a compact binary code. But the 

first applications of this identification system were only in the 2000s; in Dubai for border controls 

in 2001 and in Amsterdam to facilitate frequent travelers’ immigration controls in 2003 (Jain, 

Nandakumar & Ross 2016). 

Considering the expansion of these technologies, biometric technologies have more and more 

applications over the year and they can redefine several service-oriented industries as Internet did 

in the early 2000s (Heracleous & Wirtz, 2006). Travel companies and infrastructure can have 

benefits and further value and productivity enhancements by embracing biometric technologies 

(Heracleous & Wirtz, 2006). 

In the next paragraph, the primary applications of biometric identification systems are described 

and which of those are related to the airport industry. 

3.3. Main applications of Biometrics Identification Systems 

In the last years, not only the frequency of biometrics technologies as identification systems is 

increased but also the number of purposes. Depending on the place biometric identification 

systems are deployed, the applications can be categorized in more different groups (International 

Biometric Group, 2008): 

- Forensic: biometric identification systems are used for identification of criminals (e.g. compare 

biometric features with evidence collected at the scene of crime) or surveillance in infrastructures  

(based on face recognition biometric features); 
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- Government: biometric information are included in digital passports, used during the elections 

to ensure the identity of the voter or implemented for employees authentication; 

- Commercial: the use of biometric identification systems is diffused for financial services, and 

they represent an enormous area of growth (International Biometric Group, 2008). Biometric 

identification systems are used as a modality to ensure payments safety instead the use of 

password or pins or real credit cards.  

- Travel: biometric identification systems can be used to identify people who are traveling (e.g. for 

immigration reasons or security reasons). 

3.4. Principal Uses of Biometric Technology in the Airport Industry 

About the specific uses of biometric technologies in the airport industry, the purposes come from 

several of the groups that have been listed in the previous section. 

The primary applications of biometric technologies systems in airports are related to immigration 

and entry systems, registered traveler programs, payment systems, access, time and flow 

management (Morosan, 2010). 

- Immigration and Entry-Systems. 

After the terrorist attacks in North America and Europe in the early 2000s, international security 

agencies put effort to increase the safety especially by air and across borders (Woodward, 2008). 

In order to ensure identification of travelers and to not affect the level of security procedures and 

service satisfaction among passengers, a number of border control and immigration systems are 

based on biometric technologies (Schouten & Jacobs, 2009). An example is the use of fingerprint 

identification systems in US airports to all the Non-US Citizens coming from an international 

flight (US General Account Office, 2004). Another example is the facial recognition system 

implemented at London Heathrow Airport that captures a biometric facial image of every 

passenger on flights to UK and Ireland in order to identify its identity and strengthen the security 

(Heathrow.com, 2016). 

- Biometric Passport. 

A biometric passport (also called digital passport) incorporates biometric feature information 

about the owner printed on the data page and stored in the passport chip that can be used to 
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authenticate the identity of travelers during immigration processes (ICAO 9303, 2010) and to 

eliminate identity fraud in international travels (Morosan, 2010).  

- Registered Traveler Programs. 

Biometric technologies can provide to air travelers convenient services in airports (Morosan, 

2010). Some of the major airports in the USA allow registered travelers, to speed up the security 

procedures upon authentication by biometric technologies (McGinity, 2005) through the 

subscription of the program called “Registered Traveler” (Morosan, 2010). The provision of this 

kind of service also takes place in European countries as Germany or United Kingdom since 

2004, and it is also implemented for airline authorities as an authentication system without using 

an electronic passport. 

- Secure Payments. 

Airport related business is growth in the last decades, and the development of non-aviation 

activities or revenue sources represents one of the main innovations (Fasone, Giuffré & Maggiore, 

2012). The presence of commercial businesses related or the sales of several services related to the 

travel have actually increased the number or financial transactions by airport passengers, so, 

there is a potential for deployment of biometrics technologies for payments (Jackson, 2009). 

- Employees access to restricted areas. 

Biometric technologies are used to guarantee the access to some zone of the airport to who has 

the right to go there (ACI, 2005). Airport operators use biometric technologies for controlling the 

access of employees to restricted areas considered critical (ACI, 2005). 

- Accurate time and flow management 

Biometric technologies are employed at the airport to provide reliable information about the 

movement of passengers inside the infrastructure and provide on-time information regarding 

queues and potential bottlenecks (Human Recognition Systems Ltd, 2015). UK airports as 

Gatwick Airport or Bristol Airport are using this tool that permits to the airport management to 

evaluate and adjust the number of employees needed for each situation. 
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3.5. Concerns about Biometric Identification Systems 

Biometric identification systems require an interaction and a relationship (Pato & Millett, 2010) 

between the technology that gather and record the biometric feature and people. It is therefore 

for this reason that those who conceive and want to implement these technologies must be aware 

of the social, cultural and legal environment to which the identification refers. Failure to follow 

these considerations linked to its social impact is likely to create only a decrease in technology 

effectiveness and consequences unwanted (Pato & Millett, 2010). Indeed, the keen relationship 

between the technology and personal records can have both positive and adverse implications for 

individuals and for society as a whole. The benefits connected as enhanced security or reduction 

of financial fraud may flow to some people, companies or organizations but sometimes these may 

damage another population segment (Pato & Millett,2010).  

The efficacy and the impact of biometric identification systems can be affected by cultural, social 

and legal considerations, but also shapes the way people engage, interact and perceive the 

technology (Pato & Millett, 2010). The impacts of such systems vary depending the kind of 

technology and its purpose. Moreover, the impact of such systems varies accordingly to the type 

of individuals exposed: cultural beliefs, personal values or different behaviors make differences. 

3.5.1. Universality, Disempowerment and Reliability 

When biometric systems are used widely, some people can feel to be deprived of their rights. This 

is due because individuals may not be able to be enrolled in the system, there are physical 

constraints, or other persons do not accept to participate for religious reasons, cultural norms or 

because they are process-adverse (Pato & Millett, 2010). 

Individual’s religious beliefs about the use of the body or interpersonal contacts (e.g. exposing 

body parts) may make biometric identification systems not acceptable and seen as intrusion 

tools. For instance, an Evangelical Christian refused to use a biometric hand scanning because he 

associated the scanning with the “Mark of the Beast”, an eternal damnation cited in the Christian’s 

Bible (Faegre Baker Daniels, 2015). So, the universal or mandatory use of biometric identification 

systems can discriminate certain groups of individuals that for particular beliefs do not want to 

make use of these types of technology. 

Other people that can be affected by the universality use of biometric technologies are those 

worried about the misuse of their data, so privacy and personal freedom are compromised. 
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Reliability is necessary to future biometrics identification systems (Pato & Millett, 2010). Airport 

authorities have to be sure that the person identifies the rights to have a particular access or the 

police have to be sure to detain the right person founded by the identification of its fingerprint. 

3.5.2 Privacy and Social considerations about the Implementation of Biometrics Methods 

Biometric identification systems have the capability to collect a large amount of data. This is way 

when the discussion is about biometric technologies also references regarding privacy concerns 

come out (Pato & Millett, 2010).  

The collection of information from individual’s activities is routinely stored in a broad kind of 

databases. Biometric identification systems have the potential to become another method for 

companies and organizations to store data. This record information system can bring to another 

question the compromise of anonymity (Pato & Millett, 2010). 

Many individuals are apprehensive about the introduction of Biometrics technologies. Different 

researches and questionnaires in the past pointed out vast differences in the response of a 

replacement of PIN and passwords with fingerprint or iris identification systems (Waggett et al., 

2015). The tight link between privacy and biometrics technologies makes merge a number of 

fears and uncertainties about biometrics that can be addressed with reassurance or targeted 

education (Waggett et al., 2015). In addition to privacy concerns, Simon Davies in 1994 listed a 

number of concerns expressed by users related to the dehumanization of people and the de-

humanization of a relationship between government serving citizens and the society. Waggett et 

al. (2015) also states the impact of Hollywood movies’ association with advanced technologies as 

biometric systems to identify people and control people and science fictions may have boosted 

these preoccupations, showing these technologies combining with influential organizations. 

3.6. Security  

As described in the paragraph regarding the primary applications of biometric technologies, 

guarantee the safety of people, their actions, and their transaction is one of most important aspect 

that brings companies, organizations and authorities to implement these types of identification 

systems.  
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3.6.1. Biometric identification system as airport security tools 

After the 09/11 attacks, airports started to evolve their type of passenger screening process to 

improve the safety of air travels (Gkritza, Niemeier & Mannering, 2006). Airport security has 

become preeminent in the whole world to avoid other terrorist’ acts but also to stem the loss of 

safety perceived by passengers (Güres, Demirer, Aldemir, Tayfur & Arslan., 2011). Less safety 

perception by passengers has affected the entire aviation industry: airports and airlines (IATA, 

2006).  For instance, according to Ito and Lee (IATA, 2006), air travel demand in the USA 

dropped by the 31.3% (RPKs) after 4-5 months and the airline revenues decreased by 9.1 billion 

dollars per year after the attacks (this was due also to lower air fares and the growth of 

competitiveness), while Goodrich (2002) states an immediate declines in air passenger loads of 

50% as well as in the hotel occupancy. So, understanding the passenger perception correlated to 

security measures has become a fundamental aspect for the entire aviation industry and for the 

other stakeholders related to the travel industry (Güres, Demirer, Aldemir, Tayfur & Arslan., 

2011). 

The main characteristics of a biometric feature are its uniqueness, so only one human being own 

that exactly feature (Morosan, 2011). Because of this unique feature, biometric technologies are 

now implemented in about 28% of the world’s airport (Find Biometrics, 2013) and the 

International Air Transport Association (IATA) and the Airport Council international are 

advocating biometric identification systems as part of the initiative to streamline the airport 

security procedure time that after the 09/11 redoubled (McCartney, 2016). As stated in the 

Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council of April 4th 

2016 called “Stronger and Smarter Information Systems for Borders and Security” composed 

after the terrorist attacks occurred in the land-side area of Brussels Airport (BRU) on March 

22nd, 2016, biometric technology can reduce the risk of mistaken identities, and of 

discrimination and of racial profiling, and it follows, “it can also contribute to increasing the 

security of citizens residing in the Schengen area as it will help in the fight against terrorism and 

serious crime” (European Commission, 2016).  

Considering the airport is a country artificial border (Salter, 2012), countries or group of 

countries (as Schengen Area’s Countries) are using or are planning to use biometric technologies 

to help Custom Authorities to identify and collecting data about who is coming in, coming out 

and transiting from and across a particular country or zone. For instance, the European Schengen 

Information System (SIS) will add by mid-2017 an “Automated Fingerprint Identification System” 
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(AFIS) that will be accessible by the law enforcement agency of the European Union Europol 

(European Commission, 2016). Moreover, the European Commission is evaluating other 

functionalities of the SIS as the use of facial recognition as a biometric identification system, in 

addition to the AFIS (European Commission, 2016). 

4. Industry Analysis: the Airport Business 

This chapter presents the airport industry, starting with a general overview of the airport 

industry, and following the airport future challenges and an explanation of the airport business 

and the airport services and attributes. 

4.1 Market Overview 

An Airport is a system that supports different services related to the movement of good and 

passengers and it’s one of the essential component of the air transportation system (Kassabian, 

1991).  The concept of an airport is developed over the time: the airport as infrastructure that 

provides a modal transport solution between ground and air for passengers and cargo is no 

longer the only one possible (Kassabian, 1991). Nowadays, airports are intermodal transportation 

centers where aviation services (e.g. operational services and handling services) meet commercial 

services (e.g. stores, accommodation, leisure and car rental companies, etc.) (Graham, 2003). The 

development of non-aviation business activities represents a source of revenue. In 2010 the 

airport revenue resulted from non-aeronautical sources had risen the 46,5% (ACI, 2012). For this 

reason, airport’s customers are not only the airlines that purchase handling services, but also the 

passengers that now have the opportunity to buy a broad range of product and services directly at 

the airport (Smart Airports, 2009). Today, airports diversify their infrastructure and commercial 

spaces proposing different activities and services: these proposals are made in response to new 

demand trends and to the growth of competition in the global market (Graham, 2003). Due to 

budgetary constraints that cannot make possible to deliver a broad range of new services and 

meeting new demand trends, several airports are turning from public infrastructures to private 

management companies (Freathy & O’Connell, 1998) 
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4.2. Airport Future Challenges 

Nowadays, an elevated number of world commercial service airports are operating at almost full 

capacity, and the management of these infrastructures is under increasing pressure because the 

expansion of operations becomes a necessary strategy to accommodate the growing demand for 

domestic and international air travels (U.S. GAO, 2004). Since 1945 the number of bilateral air 

service agreements in the world has increased, nowadays there are more than 2500 pairs 

agreements (ICAO, 2009). New demands and new services have boosted the number of air 

passengers. The number of travelers has doubled every 15 years since the early eighties and for 

the next two decades is expected an annual 4.6% growth (Airbus, 2015). Due to this increase, 

passengers are also becoming more sophisticated airport users; they travel more frequently than 

before, and this leads them to be more demanding from airports, in terms of service quality and 

the number of commercial facilities available  

To have access to the full benefits brought by the growth of passengers and air travel services, 

airport modernization is necessary to accommodate traffic growth in a sustainable way: already a 

significant number of terminals is at more than 60%/70% of their logistics capacity and Airbus  

(2015) forecast that, if the infrastructure remains the same until 2020, more than 50 airports in 

Europe will overtake the 80% of their capacity. To confirm these data is also EUROCONTROL 

(2009) that forecasts a European growth of 20.4 million of passengers per year and 20 of the 

largest airports in Europe will be completely saturated by 2030: this would mean the 11% of 

flights would not be accommodated to the ground (2.3 million flights a year).  

Operating with smaller capacity margin is reflected in the services offered to passengers: long 

queues, slowing operations and delayed flights that undermine the passenger experience and 

passenger expectations about the service, to the assessment of airport and its clients, the airlines 

(Pabedinskaitė & Akstinaitė, 2014).  To reduce the impact of airports saturation and to deliver a 

better service to passengers, airports are gearing technologies that capture information and 

knowledge to enhance passenger experience and operational efficiency.  By embracing new and 

existing technologies to acquire, associate and analyze information in the airport infrastructure 

and using that knowledge to become more efficient and effective, airports managers can create a 

more responsive and agile operating and commercial environment (Human Recognition Systems 

Ltd, 2015). 
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Another big challenge for an airport is related to airport security. After the 11/9/2001 attacks to 

the World Trade Centre in New York and the Pentagon in Washington D.C. the need for the 

safety has been top priority for airport managers and civil aviation organizations (“The Evolution 

of Airline Security Since 9/11”-International Foundation for Protection Officers, 2016) and this 

revolutionized the airport procedures, not only for passengers but also for the employees that 

have to be checked every time they pass the boarding area as ordinary travelers. Moreover, the 

terrorist attack in Brussels Airport the 22nd of March 2016 and the crash of the Russian Airbus 

321 Metrojet due to security concerns at the airport of Sharm El-Sheikh reveals airport security 

has to be reformulated, and airport authorities have tightened hiring and other safety procedures 

(Steinhauer, 2016). 

4.3. Airport Business and Airport Services 

In the recent years, with the growth of traffic volume, the attempt to optimize infrastructure and 

low-cost airlines that propose to passengers reduced services to contain the costs (Pabedinskaitė 

& Akstinaitė, 2014), the airports are working to retain air services (routes) and passengers and 

they are becoming more and more customer-oriented companies (Halpern & Graham, 2013). 

Offering an outstanding passenger experience has become a strategic priority for many airports 

to gain competitive advantage (Airport Cooperative Research Program, 2013). 

The types of services provided by airports can be divided into aviation services and non-aviation 

services. Aviation services are all the services rendered from the moment the aircraft lands to the 

moment the plane takes off and all the services related to the passengers’ travel (e.g. check-in, 

baggage handling, safety, etc.). Meanwhile, the non-aviation services include commercial 

activities at the airport, and other additional services propose to passengers (e.g. business lounge) 

(Pabedinskaitė & Akstinaitė, 2014). 

Another description of services offered by airports has been made by Jarach (2005). He states the 

services provided by modern airports in 4 different categories: 

• core benefit services, the transfer of passengers and goods from a point A to a point B; 

• generic services, baggage handling, check-in, information, operational efficiency, service 

personalization, comfort, the frequency of routes cargo; 

• expected services, multi-modal services; 
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• a wide range of services, logistic services, congressional services, commercial activities, tourist 

services, consulting services 

Value generation for airports is no longer linked to traditional core functions and services. For an 

extended period airport entities were attracting only airlines as primary customers and meeting 

the request of carriers was the main objective. Then, airports were trying to satisfy the needs of 

tour operators and other travel companies. The customers’ satisfaction was initially not mapped 

or not considered a remarkable question and was never put on the agenda (Jarach, 2005). 

The status quo conditions were not modified because there were no threats from the market. The 

limited number of airports rendered the vicinity of the airport for a particular air traveler was the 

only appealing attribute (B Loo., 2008). With the growth of airports and air services proposed 

sometimes proposed in different terminals in the same regions (MARs, multi-terminal regions), 

the difference of services and the level of services suggested by airports increases (B Loo, 2008). 

Also for primary hubs, an important role is played by the services proposed by the airport. A 

significant incentive, especially in case of price-inelastic frequent flyers to choose an airport is 

related to the type, the quality, and the frequencies of air services operated by airlines, however a 

growing number of passengers may be influenced, in the rubbing decision, by the richness of 

airport service facilities and  airport features (Jarach, 2005). This can be the case of airport hubs 

located close one to another and with the same catchment area as Dubai International Airport 

and Abu Dhabi International Airport (CAPA, 2016). 

With this competition due to the growth of the market, airport managers start to establish a 

relationship with passengers, some airports as Copenhagen Airport (advantage.cph.dk, 2016) or 

Milan Malpensa Airport (Via Milano Program, 2016) developed a dedicated loyalty scheme, 

Speaking about attributes, Goodwin (2000) defines the air ticket price, the safety, and the air 

services as the most important attributes that make an appeal to air travelers. B Loo (2008), 

instead, says the price remain the first attribute for importance on air travelers and divides the 

others into two different categories: 

• The first type is related to flight characteristics as flight frequency, number of stops, in-flight 

travel time, congestion or punctuality of flights, airlines serving the routes and aircraft types on 

the route served; 
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• The second category of attributes is more associated to airport features as airport access time, 

access mode, airport facilities, check, in facilities, immigration facilities, procedure velocity and 

airport commercial activities. 

A vital role for the entire aviation industry and the quality of services regards the airport 

efficiency, so airlines and air travelers have connected attributes. The increase of airport capacity 

and technologies in order to eliminate bottlenecks and queues and for safety reasons are essential 

for the entire systems. Goodwin (2000) indicates the airport performances the most critical 

customer issues in air travel, both for airlines and for air travelers, because flight delays and 

cancellations due to an inefficiency of airport services affects the entire aviation industry. 

So it can be claimed the air transport service sector is a complicated business where activities are 

combined together, and three interrelated actors operate closely together: airports, airlines, and 

passengers (Pabedinskaitė & Akstinaitė, 2014). The airport attempts to attract airlines in order to 

offer a full number of  travel destinations to passengers and at the same time works to ensure the 

quality of services within the airport to the passengers who choose the airport for their air travels. 

Opening a new route, airlines initially assess the initial airport infrastructure, airport prices to 

operate there and the quality and the cost of the ground-handling services supplied 

(Pabedinskaitė & Akstinaitė, 2014). Moreover, airlines analyze the passenger demand and trend, 

which, in turn, is affected by the quality of airport services provided. At the end, important are 

the cost or airport taxes and airport operation prices on airlines, which, in turn, can affect the 

prices of the ticket and so the decision of travelers to use or not an airport or airlines considering, 

as has been cited above, the ticket price as one of the most important attributes for air travelers 

(Pabedinskaitė & Akstinaitė, 2014). 

Airport service quality has gained a vital role for the entire airport system and has become a 

usual topic within the airport-related literature (Bezerra & Gomes, 2016). in terms of airport 

service quality, the five top factors are (Airport Cooperative Research Program, 2013): 

-    Speed through the airport procedures; 

-    Cleanliness and ambiance of the terminal, concourses and gate areas; 

-    Excellent selection of concession/services and value for money; 

-    Positive gate experience; 

-  Exceptional customer service. 
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The airport operator creates an environment directed at meeting customer needs and 

expectations. Through a various method of data collection, airports determine knowledge circa 

different aspects: information relative to operation performances or concerned with the air 

travelers satisfaction and behaviors. The assessment of the quality of airport services is usually 

performed by conducting surveys to air passengers and researches to airlines (Pabedinskaitė & 

Akstinaitė, 2014). 

5. Theoretical Concepts 

This section is going to present all the theoretical concepts relevant to answer the thesis research 

question.   

5.1. Theoretical Framework 

The intention of this section is to present the central concepts of the thesis. Existing literature 

relevant to the subject will be discussed, with emphasis on the most significant findings. This part 

does not include the review of the thesis topic but a general presentation of the theoretical 

framework with a focus on the principles that are relevant to the research question. 

5.1.1. Services 

As seen in the paragraphs above, the airport is a provider of services mainly to air passengers and 

airlines. First of all a service is a type of economic activity that is not tangible, it cannot be stored 

for a future period because it is perishable (it is produced and consumed at the same time) 

(Halpern & Graham, 2013), there is not transfer of ownership of that which is purchased, and 

each service is unique: every time the function is generated, it cannot have the same exactly 

characteristics because service varies according to the provider, where it is provided, when and 

how it is provided (Kotler & Keller, 2001). Finally on of the differences between a product and a 

service is the involvement between the customer and the provider. Customer involvement in 

service can change the production, the delivery and the quality of the service itself (Dadfar, Brege 

& Semnani, 2013). 
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5.1.2. Customer Experience 

The customer’s involvement implied during the service delivery has effects on different levels, 

rational, emotional, physical and spiritual (Schmitt, 1999).  The combination of different effects 

creates the experience. The customer experience has been defined by Shaw and Ivens (2002) as an 

evolution of the relationship between the company and “the customer experience originates from 

a set of interactions between a client and a product, a company, or part of its organization, which 

provoke a reaction”. 

Customer experience includes every aspect the company is offering during the service delivery: 

service features, the ease of service use, the customer care quality and the reliability of the 

enterprise (“Understanding Customer Experience”, 2007). Customer experience is the result of 

contacts between the company, its processes, and services, employees who provide the service, its 

technology, and its customer who define the service experience. These contact moments are 

called service encounters or moment of truth (Zeithaml & Bitner, 2002). The service encounters 

can be direct when the service is initiated by the customer or indirect when the contact has been 

made by encounters with representations of a company (“Understanding Customer Experience”, 

2007).   

The central mission of building a great customer experience is expanding Customer relationship 

Management activities (“Understanding Customer Experience”, 2007) to create a stronger 

relationship with companies and organizations (Ann & Koenraad, 2009). 

Five essential characteristics have been identified by Pine and Gilmore (1999) about building 

great experiences: 

-    To create appropriate theme that makes appeal to customer and identifies the brand; 

-    Every aspect of the company has to be aligned with the central theme; 

-    To make positive cues; 

-    To eliminate all negative cues; 

-    To engage all five senses in the experience in order to support the central theme. 

The first concept of customer experience emerges in the mid-80s along with the literature 

regarding the consumer behavior as a variable on decision-making (“Understanding Customer 

Experience”, 2007). From that points start the new approach to consider the consumption as a 

holistic experience that involves, not only a client but a person in all his aspects and in every 

interaction with a company’s product or service (La Salle & Britton, 2003). The new approach 
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means to make it possible for the customer to live all the aspect during the relationship with the 

company in a perfect way in order to exceed the expectations (Prahalad & Ramaswamy. 2004). 

5.1.3. Customer satisfaction 

Meyer and Schwager (“Understanding Customer Experience”, 2007) define customer satisfaction 

as “the culmination of a series of customer experience, the net result of the good ones minus the 

bad things”.  Customer satisfaction can be defined in several ways. For the purpose of this thesis 

customer satisfaction can be assumed to be explained by these definitions: Krüger (2015) defines 

customer satisfaction as an impression after the evaluation of use of a product or service, while 

for Tse and Wilton (1988) customer satisfaction is a response to the assessment of a perceived 

difference between the initial expectations of a product or service and the final result after the 

consumption. In such manner, satisfaction is the evaluation in terms of whether a product or a 

service has met the needs and the initial expectations of the customer. The failure of the 

encounter between expectation and actual needs make customer dissatisfaction (Tsiotsou & 

Goldsmith, 2012). Satisfaction can be associated with different feeling and emotions like pleasure, 

happiness or relief and it is not a static aim but is a dynamic objective that may depend on a 

variety of factors as time or in which phase of the experience cycle a particular customer is 

(Tsiotsou & Goldsmith, 2012). 

Customer satisfaction is influenced by different variables: first of all the features of the service (or 

product), by the consumer emotions, the perception of equity and fairness respect the other 

customers and by the customer’s attributions for service success or failure (Tsiotsou & Goldsmith, 

2012). Lastly customer satisfaction can be the influenced by other people, past customers or 

current customers that are experiencing the service at the same time (Tsiotsou & Goldsmith, 

2012). It can be claimed that customer’s satisfaction “is as much an individualistic characteristic 

as it is a universal trait of consumers” (Hanna & Wagle, 1989). 

In the business environment, customer satisfaction is recognized as an essential element because 

creating satisfaction brings benefit to the entire company (Fornell, 1992): customer satisfaction 

leads customer loyalty to the company and less price sensitive to competitors. 
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5.1.4. Service Design 

Service Design is an interdisciplinary approach that cannot be explained by a single definition as 

explained by Stickdorn and Schneider (2013). For the purpose of my thesis it is essential to 

mention these definitions: 

-The Copenhagen Institute of Interaction Design defines the Service Design as “an emerging field 

focused on the creation of well thought through experiences using a combination of intangible 

and tangible mediums.... Service design as a practice generally results in the design of systems 

and processes aimed at providing a holistic service to the user. This cross-disciplinary practice 

combines numerous skills in design, management, and process engineering. Service design is 

essential in a knowledge-driven economy” (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2013); 

- Lockwood (2010) defines Service design as the combination of the experience economy with 

more traditional customer experience management to offer a superior service experience and 

create a competitive advantage. 

In the book “This is Service Design Thinking” Stickdorn and Schneider (2013) explains the five 

important principles of Service Design that are: user-centered, co-creative, sequencing, 

evidencing and holistic. 

It is the primary purpose for service designer to maintain customers at the center of the process 

and understand them according to their emotions, needs, and behaviors. Service Designers have 

to keep in mind every customer is different and has a different approach to the experience with 

different point of views. Another important element underlined by Stockdorn and Schneider 

(2013) is the service has to be addressed to multiple types of customers, and the service has to 

embrace different contexts. 

The process of service creation is co-creative because involved various stakeholders during the 

process of service delivery. Thus, co-creation requires a clear communication between the 

different parts involved and a good coordination that allows delivering a direct service 

(Stockdorn & Schneider, 2013). 

Service designer has to consider the service dynamicity and the different period before, during 

and after the service delivery and during the service delivery itself there are different sequences 

and moments punctuated by the various touch points between the customer and the company. In 

such a way, service designers have to consider all the phases of the service (Stockdorn & 

Schneider, 2013). 
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Evidencing includes the kind of activities that make service features tangible and so remarkable 

by the customer. Tangible service features make possible to develop good feelings or positive 

experiences in customer’s mind during the service delivery. Those evidencing moments can 

increase the customer loyalty and so on the customer experience and customer satisfaction 

(Stockdorn & Schneider, 2013). 

The holistic principle described by Stockdorn and Schneider (2013) refers to the consideration of 

the entire environment where the service exists and is delivered to customers. The authors say 

“take every aspect of the service environment into account, and leave nothing to chance” because 

everything has a significant impact on how an individual customer perceive and react to any 

service interaction or experience. 

5.1.5. Customer Journey 

The sequence of interactions between the customer and the company or service provider can be 

seen as a journey during the customer bumps into a progression of events where he learns about, 

purchase and interacts with the company offer (Norton & Pine, 2013). For a service-based firm 

the customer journey interactions include all the services, experiences, commodities and goods 

(Norton & Pine, 2013). The management and the understanding of the customer's journey help 

companies to meet the need of customers and to understand how to innovate and allocate 

resources in the best way possible. Indeed, the journey is the sequence of events that delivers 

value to customers and differentiation from the competitors to the company (Norton & Pine, 

2013). 

Considering the customer journey describes key moments from end to end across the experience, 

mapping the relationship between the customer journey and company strategy provides insights 

about the structure of the business model of a company (Norton & Pine, 2013), in my case the 

airport business model. Outlining the key moments, for businesses can be a useful tool to 

understand the all customer experience and the service process better. For the purpose of my 

thesis, mapping the customer journey of passengers can be helpful especially to understand 

customer’s needs, the value proposition and the effects of biometrics identification systems on the 

experience. 
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5.1.5.1. Customer Journey Mapping 

The customer journey mapping is a depiction of the user journey and experience during a service 

or using a space (Marquez & Downey, 2015). The map underlines and highlights, from the 

beginning to the end, the various stages, steps and touch point a user pass through to complete 

the journey. The role of Customer Journey Mapping consists in to understand the experience 

from the user perspective. Marquez and Downey (2o15) states that mapping the process can 

highlight opportunities, pain points and calls to actions and involves all the parts of the company. 

Three different sections compose the customer journey map: 

1. In the column on the left, the touch points and prompts. They represent every physical 

interaction between the customer and the company or the service producer; 

2. In the horizontal section at the top, the different stages the customer pass through from the 

beginning to the end the journey; 

3. Below the horizontal section, the actual customer’s journey is outlined. In every cell are 

drafted all the insights merged by the match of the variable in the left column and the stages 

of the horizontal section. 

5.2. Literature Review 

Biometric identification systems can be considered a “hot topic” for authors and academic 

researchers. Even though biometric identification systems are new technology and very debated 

in the last years, only a few scholars have focused about how biometric technologies are accepted 

by customers, the impact they can have on customer satisfaction, and there is no literature 

regarding the incidence of those innovative systems in the airport industry. 

Below, the literature found beneficial and suitable to answer to the research question is 

delineated. 

5.2.1.Acceptance of Biometric Identification Systems 

On 2015, a Passenger survey promoted by SITA has examined air passenger’s emotions in order 

to understand what is the best and the worst moment during the passenger journey (SITA, 2015). 

The survey showed that security checks and border controls are the most negative moments of 

the experience, with the 36% of the respondents who claimed negative emotions during that 

stage. In spite of that the respondent satisfaction during the all journey increase if use biometric 
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self-service solutions are implemented: the 97% of the respondent were satisfied using these types 

of technologies (Farrell, 2016). 

According to Jones, Antón and Earp (2007), Biometrics appears the most popular within the 

authentication techniques with half of their respondent that they prefer biometric identification 

systems to verify their identity than passwords or other methods and many of the respondents 

have a favorable opinion of biometrics. The familiarity of the respondents with biometric 

identification systems as authentication technologies is within the highest. Password-based 

systems remain the most familiar to people, but fingerprint scan is familiar to the 51,3%, whereas, 

voice recognition and iris scanning are less familiar (respectively 43,5% and 27,8%). 

Fingerprint identification system proved to be “very comfortable” and “extremely comfortable” 

according to the 46% of the respondents to the research of Heckle, Patrick and Ozok (2007) 

regarding the perception and acceptance of fingerprint technology but the result changes 

depending on the context and type of information sharing. 

An important consideration of the acceptance of Biometric Identification systems concerns the 

context where Biometric identification systems are implemented.  

Heckle, Patrick and Ozok (2007) state that biometric identification services may be affected by 

the context of use in correspondence of the perceived benefits to the users and the perceived 

risks. Moreover, where there are obvious benefits, there is a higher acceptance and better 

perceptions. Similarly, Clodfelter (2010) recognition of customers about biometrics as the 

fingerprint identification is greater when consumers are aware and convinced about its benefit 

this system provides.  

The perception of the usefulness of biometric identification systems varies by the context. 

According to the study of Jones, Antón and Earp (2007), Biometrics are seen as useful mostly for 

the financial transaction (66,1%), when to have access to a particular building or areas only for 

the 47% and even less for the retail store (37%). 

While for the study of Jones, Antón and Earp (2007), biometrics are perceived the best tool for 

authenticator security, iris scanning and fingerprint scanning are considered secure authenticator 

system for more the 80% of respondents, respondents seem to be more concerned about the 

purpose beyond those initially agreed to.  Not even privacy represents an important issue, only 

the 32% of the interviewees are concerned about the impact of the fingerprint on privacy (27,8% 

for iris scanning and face recognition). 
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Instead, privacy represents a relevant concern for part of the respondents to the study of Heckle, 

Patrick and Ozok (2007) that considered biometrics invasive. Moreover, ten participants who felt 

comfortable to use fingerprint technologies at first, in the second moment expressed concerns 

about the privacy and the risk of this technology. 

From the article analyzed, acceptance of biometric identification systems differs depending on the 

knowledge of respondents about these technologies. Hesitation happens due to insufficient 

knowledge on technology, and the risks are not really clear (Heckle, Patrick & Ozok, 2007). 

Consumer education and technology awareness are critical issues about the acceptance of 

biometric systems (Clodfelter, 2010). Unfamiliarity can affect the adoption and the user 

perception of biometric identification system (Jones, Antón & Earp, 2007). More familiarity and 

understanding of technology is highly correlated to the quality of the experience during its use, 

instead less familiarity create improper technology employment (Pons & Polak, 2008). More is 

the quality of the experience and better is the sense of comfort, thus, the concerns as the one 

about privacy decrease (Pons & Polak, 2008). 

To summarize, the context and the awareness are two important variables to consider in relation 

to the acceptance of the biometric technology. The unknown destination of the information 

gained from the use of biometric identification system represents the main user concerns (Jones, 

Antón & Earp, 2007). 

5.2.2. Technology Readiness 

About the use of new technology, some feelings are commonly exhibit by users (Jiun-Sheng & 

Hsieh, 2007), for example, technophobia or technology pessimism. This is the result of a different 

propensity to embrace new technologies. Parasuraman (2000) defines the tendency to adopt new 

technologies by people as technology readiness that is an overall emotional state resulting from a 

perceptual pattern (known as the gestalt) of inhibitors that define the user’s predisposition for 

technology. The emotional state or technology readiness is based on different dimensions both 

positives and negatives drivers. Innovativeness and optimism have been considering by 

Parasuraman as two positive aspects that drive customers to have a positive attitude in respect of 

the new technological service or product. Instead, discomfort and insecurity have been 

considering negative dimensions that drive the customer to be less ready to embrace the new 

technical service or product. 
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5.2.3. Technology readiness and customer satisfaction 

Lin and Hsieh in their article related to technology readiness in customer’s perception and 

adoption of self-service technologies (2007) investigates the link between customer’s satisfaction 

and the level of customer’s technology readiness considering what Parasuraman (2000) said about 

customer’s technology readiness should be taken into account to predict the customer’s 

perception and behaviors. For the researchers, satisfaction reveals the positive feelings derived 

from a service, and those feelings can be linked to the ones originated by the interaction between 

consumers and the technology based services: as it has been described in the previous paragraph 

regarding the technology readiness, those feelings can be either positive (linked to optimism and 

innovativeness) or negative (linked to discomfort and insecurity). Moreover, technology 

readiness is associated with customer satisfaction because of customers willing to adopt the new 

technology, with greater attitude and ability to use and so with a higher rate of technology 

readiness, are more likely to express satisfaction than the others who present a lower level of 

technology readiness (Lin & Hsieh, 2007). 

Another research conducted by Son and Han (2011) is based on how technology readiness affects 

behavioral outcomes such as consumer satisfaction. They elaborated this research model that 

envisage technology readiness as the input and the satisfaction (and so, retention) as the outcome.  

As Lin and Hsieh did it in the previous research, Son and Han consider optimism and 

innovativeness as customer’s drivers and insecurity and discomfort as customer’s inhibitors. 

Based on what discovered, optimism has significant effects on the diversity of use of innovative 

functions. Innovativeness has effects on the usage rate of innovative functions and the variety of 

use of innovative functions. As concerns inhibitors of technology readiness, insecurity has a 

negative effect on the utilization rate and discomfort has significant effects on the usage rate of 

basic functions (Son & Han, 2011).  

Finally, Son and Han (2011) tested some assumptions about how the usage patterns have the 

positive impact on satisfaction. They found out all of the usage patterns listed above have the 

positive impact on satisfaction. These studies are useful for the research in order to explain how 

technology readiness has not only an effect on the adoption of the technology but also on 

behavioral outcomes as customer satisfaction. 
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6. Analysis 

The following chapter regards the analysis of the data collected through the e-survey, interviews, 

observations and secondary data. This analysis is about what is the air passenger’s perception the 

acceptance and the technology readiness of biometric identification systems and what are the 

main differences in the customer journey and experience for an airport passenger with the 

implementation of this kind of identification technologies. The results and the findings from this 

analysis will contribute to providing an understanding of how the application of biometric 

identification systems affects air passenger’s satisfaction. 

The analysis is structured in this order: it will be analyzed every unique data related to the 

different sub-questions, and then a final discussion and sum-up will be made in a view to 

answering the central research question of the thesis in the thesis conclusion. 

6.1. E-Survey Analysis 

6.1.1. General Answers Overview 

As explained in the methodology, the 

number of surveys collected fully completed 

are 320. Of 320, the 56% of the respondent 

said they are aware of what a biometric 

identification system is, the 26% answers 

that they heard about, but they do not 

exactly know what these are. And a final 

18% answers they do not know what a 

biometric identification system is. Of 320, 

the 41% said had direct experience with 

biometrics only a few times, the 35% several 

times, the 20% never and the 320 do not 

remember if they have had to experience 

with biometrics before. The 71% percent of 
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the people who answered they had experience with biometrics before states they had experience 

with biometrics in airports.  

Within the 320 respondents, the favorite method as identification system is a biometric solution: 

the fingerprint scanning (47%). The non-biometric password method is the second favorite with 

the 19% and the iris scanning recognition and face recognition follows with 13% and 11%.  

The identification method that presents the highest rate of familiarity by the 320 respondents is 

Password (88%) followed by Fingerprint scanning (82%), Hardcopy document (62%) and Face 

Recognition (58%) while the other option contemplating biometric solutions are presenting a 

higher rate of unfamiliarity than familiarity: the 52% of respondents states unfamiliarity with iris 

scanning technologies (39% familiarity), the 53% of respondents indicates unfamiliarity with 

voice recognition tools (and 37% familiarity). 

Even though the password system is the most familiar, the respondents consider the fingerprint 

scanning solution the most comfortable: the 53% answers very comfortable and 39% while 

regarding the password method, 48% says very comfortable and 43% comfortable. The other 

biometric solutions contemplated in the question (facial recognition and iris scanning) are 

considered comfortable for the 43% and 44%, but the grade of answer that states uncomfortable 

and very uncomfortable is higher than for password and fingerprint. Voice recognition 
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identification systems are the one with more uncomfortable and 

very uncomfortable answers (39 % and 13% of the answers).  

 

Regarding the reliability of a biometric human feature as a 

source of identity authentication, the 85% of the respondents 

answers in a positive way while the 8% answers “I do not know” 

and the 7% answers “No”. Always regarding reliability, the most 

three reliable identification systems for the 320 respondents are 

the Iris scanning biometric technology (43%), fingerprint 

scanning biometric technology (34%) and face recognition 

biometric technology (7%). 

About Security, biometric identification system is considered by 

the 76% of respondents as a secure technological tool, while the 

14% answers “I do not know” and the 11% answers “No”. For 

those respondents who answered “No” the reasons are mostly 

because: there is a lack of control of the information (62%), the 

information collected will be used to track (56%), the 

information will be employed for other purposes (50%), the 

information will be used for fraud (47%) and other 

reason(24%).  

About Privacy, the 43% of respondents states biometric 

identification systems has an impact on their privacy, the 21% 

answered maybe and the 35% “No.” For those who answered 

“Yes” or “Maybe” the privacy is affected for several reasons: the 

most considered are because the information collected can be 

used for different and-or unknown reasons (77%), the 

information will be utilized by influential organizations (38%), 

the use of biometric information can compromise the people 

anonymity (37%). For another 21%, the biometric solutions 

collect too intimate information and the 12% for “Other 
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Reasons”. 

Nevertheless the previous answer, the 50% of respondents 

who believes biometric technologies can affect personal 

privacy states they accept in any case the use of this 

biometric identification systems while the 20% they state 

they are not accepting biometric identification systems if 

they affect their privacy. For those respondents who 

answered “No” to the last question, only the 36% would 

change opinion if the biometric technologies are used for 

security matters and the 50% would change opinion if the 

final purpose of their use would be known.  

Of 320 respondents, the 85% thinks biometrics identification systems are useful, while the 12% is 

unsure and the 3% believes these are not useful. For those who answer the biometrics 

technologies are useful and for those who were “unsure” biometrics are useful for useful for 

having access in restricted area (93%), useful for having access to technological devices (79%) and 

useful for financial transactions (78%). Moreover the 85% states biometric identification systems 

can be an efficient technical tool in airports, the reasons are: it can increase the level of security 

(80%), it can speed up the security procedures (66%), it can speed up immigration controls 

(60%), it can speed up the boarding procedures at the gate (45%), it can speed up the check-in 

procedures (41%). 
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Between the people who answered they are unsure, or they believe biometrics are not useful 

technological tools, at the question “What if (for example) you were to show your fingerprint 

when you enter the airport and then you can pass the procedures without showing any other 

documents but only your fingerprint? Would you change idea?”: they 54% answered yes.  

Another particular part of the survey is more focused on the feelings felt by passenger during the 

airport experience during the different stages: check-in procedures, passport control and 

boarding pass control before the security check controls, security check controls, immigration 

control, gate and boarding and immigration and document check when the passengers arrive at 

destination. For all the stages the respondents had to choose between 1 and 5, 1 meant a negative 

feeling and 5 a positive feeling. The phase with the highest average score is “gate and boarding” 

with an average score of 3.45, following by the highest score to the lowest score: check-in 

procedures (3.30), passport control and boarding pass control before the security check controls 

(3.08), immigration and document check when the passenger arrives at destination (2.85), 

security check controls (2.82) and immigration control (2.81). 

Of 320 respondents, the 13% states they fly more than 24 times per year, 15% between 12 and 24 

times per year, while the 36% between 5 and 12 times per year and the last 36% less than 5 times 

per year. These answers give me an idea of the expertise level of respondents with airport 

procedures.  

Some demographic questions to understand the sample has been included. The 62% of 

respondents were between the 21 and 36 years old; the 24% between 37 and 57, the 5% over 58 

years old and the remaining 9% were under 20 years old. The 64% of respondents were from 

Europe, the 15% from North America, the 11% from South America, 6% from Asia, 2% from 

Africa and 2% from Oceania. Regarding the education levels the 33% of respondents are achieved 

a Master’s degree or higher certifications, the 29% a Bachelor’s degree, the 36% a High School 

Diploma (or similar) and the remaining 2% they did not complete any schooling. Lastly, the level 

of interest in innovative technology among respondents is high: 64% answered level of interests 

“high” or “very high,” the 30% “medium” and only the 6% answered “low” or “really low.” 
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6.1.2. Acceptance and Technology readiness  regarding Biometric Identification 

Systems 

- Knowledge of the meaning and concept of biometrics identification systems 

The first question of the survey is really essential, just to assess how many respondents knows 

what a biometric identification system is. The 56% answered yes, and the 44% “No” or “I do not 

know exactly what it is.” If the respondents answered know, the online tool I used for the survey 

showed a panel with the explanation of what is a biometric identification technology.  

The second question answers “have you ever had direct experience with these types of 

identification systems (as fingerprint recognition, facial recognition, iris scanning, etc.)” show 

that actually the 66,9% of people who did not know exactly or answered “No” to the first question 

had previous experiences with these technologies and the 21% of them had direct experience with 

these technology solutions “Several Times”. Additionally, the 49,5% of those respondents affirm to 

had experience with technology in airports. 

In the end, the 66,9% of people who were not aware at all, or partially, of the biometric 

identification system concept and meaning, at the question: “What is your favorite method as 

identification system?” answered with a biometric technology option and the 34,7% of them 

answered “No” to the first question. 

- Biometrics solutions and the favorites authentication methods 

Biometrics solutions remain the favorite among respondents. As it has been said previously, the 

47% answered stated the fingerprint scanning technology as the preferred authentication system, 

while the 72% indicates one of the biometric solutions as their favorite. Noteworthy is the 

difference of preferences between the choices of identification methods based on biological 

features and behavioral features (only 1% of the respondents). 

- Familiarity within the different Identification Systems 

Password remains the most familiar among the identification systems (88% of respondents 

answered they are familiar with the system). Only the 21,1% answered to be familiar with all the 7 

authentication systems listed in the survey (password, fingerprint scanning, signature analysis, 

voice recognition, iris scanning, face recognition and hard-copy document). 
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Among the biometric identification systems, the one with the highest rate of familiarity is the 

Fingerprint scanning (82%). It can be noticed that between the respondents who answered 

“Unfamiliar” with the Fingerprint Scanning, the 41,6% of them stated to be “Unfamiliar” with all 

the biometric identification systems listed in the options, the 6,25% of all the 320 respondents.  

For all the options there is a level of uncertainty among the answers, with an average of 8,14% for 

every option.  

The most unfamiliar within the biometric identification systems is the Iris Scanning (52% of 320 

respondents), while the average of unfamiliarity among all the biometric identification systems 

options is 40,2% with a standard deviation of 15,80, while the unfamiliarity average for non-

biometric options as password and the hardcopy document is 18%. 

- Comfortability within the different Identification Systems 

As for the level of comfortability with the various authentication systems, the Fingerprint 

Scanning is considered the most comfortable among the 320 respondents with only the 8% 

picked negative options as “Uncomfortable” or “Very Uncomfortable.” The authentication 

method less perceived comfortable by the respondents is the behavioral biometric solution 

Signature Analysis with the 39% of the people who claimed to uncomfortable and the 6% of the 

respondents who claimed to be very uncomfortable with these solutions. 

The 32,19% of respondents claimed to feel comfortable or very comfortable with all the biometric 

solution options listed, and the percentage raises to the 41,56% if I consider only the biometric 

technology solutions based on human biological features. 

The respondents who claimed to feel uncomfortable or very uncomfortable with all the biometric 

solutions proposed are only the 2,82% (9 out of 320): this number grows to the 10% if Fingerprint 

Scanning is excluded, the “most comfortable” solution among the respondents. 

- Biometric identification systems and reliability 

As said in the previous paragraph, the respondents who believe biometrics solutions are a reliable 

source of identity authentication is the 85%, while the 8% states “I do not know” and the 7% 

believes are not reliable. The most reliable are considered the Iris Scanning by the 43% of 

respondents. 

Nevertheless, the 50% of the interviewees who states “No” and “I do not know” about the 

biometrics solutions reliability consider as the most authentication system a biometric solution, 
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while the other 50% a non-biometric solution. Among the “No”, the 33,3% answered with a 

biometric solution. The 78,95% of people who stated in the first question to do not know what a 

biometric identification system is replied that biometrics are a reliable source of identification 

and the 84,22% of people who declared to do not know what a biometric identification system is 

answered to the question “what is the most reliable authentication system?” with a biometric 

technology solution. 

Within the respondents who claimed Iris Scanning is the most reliable authentication system: The 

14,28% of them stated that are not comfortable with its use and the 71,22% of them said as a 

favorite authentication system other options (the 56,56% of the last group indicates the 

Fingerprint Scanning its preferred authentication system). 

5.2.7. Perception of biometric identification systems as a secure technological tool 

The 76% of respondents claimed biometric identification systems are secure tools and the 11% 

claimed a negative opinion about it. Among those respondents, the lack of control of the 

information results the most common reason. 

Within the 11% of “No”, the 23,52% declares that it had never had experiences with biometrics 

solution technologies before, while the 35,29% of them “Only a few Times” and the 32,35% of 

them “Several Times.” 

Th 52,94% of respondents who claimed biometric identification systems are not secure tools 

claimed however that are reliable authentication systems. 

If the average of “Unfamiliarity” answers with different kinds of biometric solutions is done, and 

it is compared them to the people who answered “No” about biometrics as secure technological 

tool, the 40% of them is not familiar with biometric identification systems, while the 45,88% of 

them is feeling “uncomfortable” or “very uncomfortable” with biometric identification systems. 

- Biometric identification systems and impact on Privacy 

The 43% of respondents stated biometrics technologies have impact on their privacy: 

• The 64,28% of them, however, thinks they are secure technological tools. 

• The 76,34% of them had few, or several experiences with biometric technology solutions before 

and the 51,43% of those respondents knows at the beginning of the survey what a biometric 

identification system is. 

The 35% of respondents stated biometric technologies do not have impact on their privacy: 

• The 89,42% of them thinks they are secure technological tools. 
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• The 78,95 of them had few or several experiences with biometric technology solutions before 

and the 57.89% of those respondents knows at the beginning of the survey what a biometric 

identification system is. 

If the average of “Uncomfortable” answers or “Very Uncomfortable” answers with different kinds 

of biometric solutions is done and it is compared with people who answered “yes” about 

biometrics and the impact on their privacy, the 36% of them is feeling uncomfortable or very 

uncomfortable with them (with 400,8 as a variance and 20,02 as a standard deviation due mostly 

to the “Voice Recognition” value and the “Signature Analysis” value with a lot of “Uncomfortable” 

and “Very Uncomfortable” answers). 

Among the 43% of respondents that states the use Biometrics solutions has an impact on their 

privacy, the 77% of them thinks the information collected can be used for different and unknown 

reasons, the 38% used by powerful organizations, the 37% the information can compromise their 

anonymity and the 21% the information collected are intimate. 

If the answers with the question “Do you think biometrics identification systems are a secure 

technological tools?” are compared, it can be noticed that the 88,46% of the people who thinks 

these technologies are not secure or claimed “I do not know” answered “Yes” to this last question 

about the impact on privacy and the 50% who answered “I do not know” maintains a degree of 

uncertainty also for this issue responding “Maybe”. Additionally, the 94,11% of respondents who 

claimed biometrics are not a secure technological tools believes biometrics has an impact on 

airports (or can maybe have an impact on airports). 

Between who claimed the biometrics can or “maybe” have an impact on their privacy, the 50% 

would accept the use of biometrics also if they affect their privacy, while the other 50% claimed 

“maybe” or it would not accept it. Among the “No” respondents of this last question, only the 

36% would change opinion and it would be able to accept them if these technologies would be 

used for security matters (as airport security controls), while the 38% would not accept them in 

any case. Different scenario if the final purpose of the use of biometric identification systems 

would be specified and disclosed: in this case, among the “No” respondents, the 50% of them 

would change opinion and would accept the use of biometrics solutions also if they affect their 

privacy, while a 9% continues to state “No”, so they would not change idea in any case. 
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- Biometric identification systems and religion 

Among my 320 respondents, the 39% claimed to be religious people and at the question “do you 

think the use of biometrics features as identification system is against your religion?” the 4% of 

respondents claimed “Yes” and the 96% “No.” 

- Biometric Identification Systems and Usefulness 

The 85% of respondents claimed biometric identification systems are useful, while the 12% is 

“Unsure” and the 3% thinks they are useless. Among who claimed biometrics are useful, the 

78,47% of them had experienced biometrics solutions before, while among the “No” or the 

“unsure” respondents the 34,70% never had experience or does not remember ever to have 

experienced before with biometrics, while the 65,30% had experience biometrics solutions before. 

Among the“Unsure” about the usefulness of biometrics, the 67,5% thinks biometric identification 

systems are useful for having access to restricted areas and the 52,5% considers biometric 

identification systems are helpful in having access to technological devices. 

Among the “Yes” respondents about the usefulness of biometrics, the 95,25% believes biometric 

identification systems are useful for having access to restricted areas and the 82,84% o thinks 

biometric identification systems are helpful for having access to technological devices. 

Only the 2% of respondents believes biometrics are not useful to have access to restricted area (as 

airports or government buildings), and only the 6% of respondents believes biometrics are not 

helpful to have access to technological devices. 

To whom respond “Yes” or “Unsure” about the usefulness of biometric identification systems, it 

has been asked if they think these can be efficient technological tool in airports and the 85% 

claimed yes, while the 12% answered “Unsure” and only the 3% answered “No”. Among the “Yes”, 

actually, only  

51,88% of them have experienced biometrics solutions in airports before, while among the “No” 

and “Unsure” the 53,20% have experienced biometrics solutions in airports before. 

Regarding the usefulness of biometric identification systems in airports, the most chosen reasons 

by the respondents (selected by who answered yes to the question related to the efficiency of 

technological tools in airports) are: they can increase the level of security (80%), they can speed 

up the security procedures (66%), they can speed up immigration controls (60%), they can speed 

up the boarding procedures at the gate (45%), they can speed up the check-in procedures (41%) 
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and other reasons (2%). The 22,93% of these respondents selected at least 5 reasons why the 

biometrics can be efficient technological tools in airports. 

In the meantime, to whom answered “No” or “Unsure” about the efficiency of biometrics in 

airports it has been asked: “What if (for example) you were to show your fingerprint when you 

enter the airport and then you can pass the procedures without showing any other documents but 

only your fingerprint? Would you change idea?” (it has been used one hypothetical case scenario 

that in the future could be implemented by airports). The answers were: 54% “Yes” (they would 

change idea) and the 46% “No” (they would not change idea). Among the “No”, the 72,72% of 

respondents claimed to have a high or very high level of interests in innovative technologies. 

- Match of previous answers with general information about respondents 

In order to have more insights for my final discussion, it has been decided to match some of the 

information relative to previous e-survey answers with demographical and general inquiries 

about the sample obtained by the respondents in the final questions of my questionnaire. 

According to age. The majority of the interviewees are in the range of age 21 to 36 years old. 

Among them, the 65,33% believes biometrics solutions affects their privacy; the 74,87% claimed 

the biometrics are secure technological tools, while the 25,13% stated “No” or “I do not know.” 

The 87,93% of them claimed biometric solutions are a useful technological tool and the 84,93% 

believes these technologies can be efficient tools for airports. 

According to the respondents between 37 and 57 years old (the 24%), the 38,46% believes 

biometrics solutions affects their privacy; the 79,48% claimed biometrics solutions are secure 

technological tools, while the 20,52% answered “No” or “I do not know.” In the end, the 84,61% of 

them claimed biometric solutions are a useful systems and the 83,33% believes these technologies 

can be efficient tools for airports. 

For the range 58 years old or over 58 years old (the 5%), the 55,55% believes biometric solutions 

affects their privacy; the 38,88 claimed biometrics are secure technological tools, while the 61,12 

stated “No” or “I do not know.” The 33,33% of them claimed biometric solutions are a useful 

technical tool and the 33,33% believes these technologies can be efficient tools for airports. 

In the end, within the group of respondents of 20 years old or younger (the 9%), the 28.58% 

believes biometric solutions affects their privacy, the 85,71% claimed the biometrics are secure 

technological tools, while the 14,29% stated “No” or “I do not know.” The 85,71% of them claimed 
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biometric solutions are a useful technological tool and the 75% also believes these can be efficient 

tools for airports. 

According to the place of origin. The majority of respondents are from Europe (64%). Among 

European respondents, the 35,57% believes biometric solutions affect their privacy and the 

81,73% claimed biometrics technologies are secure tools, while the 18,17% stated “No” or “I do 

not know.” The 85,57% of them claimed biometric solutions are a useful technological tool and 

the same amount of respondents believes these  technologies can be efficient tools for airports. 

The 63,83% of North Americans respondents (15%) believes biometrics solutions can affect their 

privacy and the 57,44% claimed biometrics technologies are secure tools. The 82,97% of them 

claimed biometric solutions are a useful technological tool and the 74,46% believes these can be 

efficient tools for airports. 

The 38,88% of South Americans respondents (11%) believes biometrics solutions can affect their 

privacy and the 88,88% claimed biometric solutions are a useful technological tool and the 

80,55% believes these technologies can be efficient tools for airports. In the end, the 80,55% of 

south Americans respondents claimed biometrics solutions are secure technologies. 

The 68,42% of respondents from Asia (the 6%) believes biometrics solutions can affect their 

privacy and the 57,89% claimed biometric solutions are a useful technology and the 57,89% says 

these technologies can be efficient tools for airports. Finally, the 42,10% of  Asian respondents 

thinks biometric identification systems are secure technologies. 

the respondents from Africa or Oceania have not been analyzed because of the limited number of 

questionnaire collected in these regions (8 respondents from Africa and 5 from Oceania). 

According to the level of education. The majority of respondents claimed to have a High school 

diploma or an equivalent education (36%).  Between them, the 33,04% thinks biometrics 

solutions can affect their privacy, whereas the 76,52% claimed biometrics is useful technological 

tool and the 75,65% believes can be efficient tools in airports. Moreover, the 73,91% states 

biometric identification systems are secure. 

Between the respondents who have achieved a Bachelor’s degree (29%), the 46,31% thinks 

biometrics solutions can affect their privacy and the 80% believes are secure technologies. While 

about usefulness, the 87,36% states biometric identification systems are useful and the 88,42% 

believes can be efficient tools in airports. 
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Lastly, among the respondents who have achieved a higher education than a Bachelor’s degree 

(33%), the 51,42% thinks biometrics solutions can affect their privacy and the 71,42% believes are 

secure technologies. While about usefulness, the 90,47% states biometric identification systems 

are useful and the 82,85% believes can be efficient tools in airports. 

the respondents within the group “No schooling completed”) have not been analyzed because of 

the limited number of questionnaire collected among this category (only 8 respondents). 

According to the level of interest in innovative technology. The majority of respondents claimed 

to be a high degree of interest (37%). Between them, the 44,91% thinks biometrics solutions can 

affect their privacy, whereas the 86,44% claimed biometrics is a useful technological tool and the 

83,05% believes can be efficient tools in airports. Moreover, the 77,11% states biometric 

identification systems are secure. 

The respondents who claimed to be a very high level of interest in innovative technology (the 

27%) answered: the 39,77% thinks biometrics solutions can affect their privacy, whereas the 

96,59% claimed biometrics are useful technological solutions and the 87,5% believes biometrics 

can be efficient tools in airports. Lastly, the 84,09% states biometric identification systems are 

secure. The respondents who claimed to be a “Medium” level of interest in innovative technology 

(the 30%) answered: the 42,85% thinks biometrics solutions can affect their privacy, whereas the 

74,48% claimed biometrics is useful technological tool and the 76,53% believes can be efficient 

tools in airports. Moreover, the 70,40% states biometric identification systems are secure. 

The respondents who claimed to be a little or very low interest in innovative technology_ (the 

6%) answered: the 47,36% thinks biometrics solutions can affect their privacy, whereas the 

57,89% claimed biometrics are useful technological solutions and the 57,89% believes biometrics 

can be efficient tools in airports. Lastly, the 42,10% states biometric identification systems are 

secure. 

6.2. Customer journey 

As it has been already said, the customer experience originates from a set of interactions, also 

called service encounters or moment of truth between the customer and the company. These 

interactions between the two parts can be seen as a journey composed by a progression of events 

that shapes the experience of the passenger. 
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In order to answer to the third sub research question that frames the question “How the 

implementation of Biometric Identification System can affect the customer journey and customer 

experience?” it has been decided to map two different customer journeys. 

The customer journey maps will have the same structures; they will analyze the two different 

paths that airport passengers can experience in airports that are providing two different kinds of 

services: 

-  The passengers’ journey in an airport that is implementing biometric identification systems; 

-  The passengers’ journey in an airport that is not implementing biometric identification systems. 

The comparison presented in the next pages is going to underline the differences in the service 

encounters provided by the two different customer journeys and the final impact on customer 

experience. 

The analysis will be shaped according to various sources: secondary data and primary data 

collected by making observations, interviews to airport employees and some information 

gathered by the e-survey. 

The customer journey maps have been developed using the online tool Uxpressia.com. 

Both customer journey maps are following the same stages: 

-    Check-in procedures; 

-    Passport and boarding pass control; 

-    Security Check (as metal detector or body scanner); 

-    Immigration control; 

-    Gate and boarding; 

-    Immigration and document check when you arrive at the destination. 

The customer journey maps also consider the final stage air passenger experience once arrived at 

the destination that implies immigration control.  

Every phase listed above is analyzed by different variables that are: 

-   Activities. Any action the passenger is involved in performing during the aforementioned step; 

-  Emotion or “experiences” is the level of “comfort” felt by passenger during every phase of the 

journey; 

-   Waiting time is the average time expected to wait to accomplish the phase for every passenger; 
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-   Interactions. In this box are described all the interaction between the airport company and the 

passengers during every phase. These interactions are the service encounters (or moment of 

truths). 

-   People Met. In this text box are listed all the human interaction expected during every phase of    

the journey. 

6.2.1. Customer Journey of an airport without Biometric Identification Systems 

- Check-in Procedures 

Check-in is the acceptance process carried out by the air passenger at a desk of the airline that is 

providing the air service to him, bring their own ticket and the necessary documentation. The 

check-in is usually furnished by the airline or handling company acting on behalf of the airline 

itself (wikipedia, 2016). The passenger delivery to the person in charge of any baggage that does 

not want or cannot take with them into the cabin as hand luggage and with will then be carried as 

checked baggage.  

The level of emotion felt by a passenger during this stage is 3.30 out of 5 (where 5 means a 

positive feeling and 1 a negative feeling). 

From the interview with L.D. and E.C. working at the airport of Bologna, the usual time for 

check-in is around 90 seconds per passenger to an airport that is not implementing biometric 

identification technologies.  

The interaction here is usually with the ground hostess or ground steward that asks passengers 

documents and provide them the boarding pass and useful information about the flight. 

Many airports around the world are also providing a self-service technology that does not involve 

any human interaction between ground hostess or steward and the passenger. The boarding pass 

is obtained through a self-service machine that prints the boarding pass after it has scanned the 

passenger document. Then, the baggage is dropped-off independently by the passenger in the 

following phase. The time employed for the self-service check in is around 50 seconds per 

passenger. 
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- Passport and boarding pass control 

Passport and boarding pass control is the procedure carried out by a passenger before doing the 

security check to have access to the gate area (or airside terminal), and they have to show a 

personal document and the boarding pass in order to show they have the right to enter in the 

airside terminal area. 

The level of emotion felt by a passenger during this stage is 2.82 out of 5 (where 5 means a 

positive feeling and 1 a negative feeling). 

From the interview with L.D and E.C. working at the airport of Bologna, the time used by every 

passenger for this stage is around 6 seconds plus the queue that changes depending on seasonality 

and time during the day. 

The interaction here is usually with airport employees who asks passengers to show their 

documents and boarding pass. 

Airports are also providing a self-service option for this stage that implies the use of a self-service 

machine (like for the check-in procedure) where the passenger has to scan his boarding pass in 

order to have access and walk toward the security check. The time expected is also around 6 

seconds and the queue fastness also depends on the level of experience with a self-service 

machine of every passenger. 

- Security Check 

Security Check phase is the procedure of checking with a metal detector or body scanner all the 

passengers and their belongings who are entering the airside terminal in order to reach the gate 

of their flight.  

The level of emotion felt by a passenger during this stage is 2.82 out of 5 (where 5 means a 

positive feeling and 1 a negative feeling). 

From the interview with L.D and E.C. working at the airport of Bologna, the usual time for 

security check is around 23 seconds per passenger for every security check line open (for an 

airport that is not implementing biometric identification technologies). The queue here can 

represent an issue and the average amount of time waiting to go through the security check is 5 

minutes and 5 seconds. Also for this stage, the queue depends on seasonality and time during the 

day. 

The interaction here is usually with the airport security workers or the airport police that is 

coordinating the security check operations. 
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- Immigration Control 

The immigration control is the stage where the passengers have to show their documents 

(passport, visa or in some cases only the ID) to have access to a particular area of the airside 

terminal dedicated to the gate of the flights with non-domestic destinations or non-part of the 

same airspace community (such as the Schengen area in EU). 

The level of emotion felt by a passenger during this stage is 2.81 out of 5 (where 5 means a 

positive feeling and 1 a negative feeling). 

From the interview with L.D and E.C. working at the airport of Bologna, the usual time for the 

document check during this stage is 40 seconds per passenger for an airport that is not 

implementing biometric identification technologies. 

The queue here can depends, as in the other stage, on seasonality and time during the day. 

The interaction here is always with a police officer working at the airport that has to approve your 

access to the next area. 

- Gate and Boarding 

The "gate and boarding" is the stage where the passengers show a boarding pass and their 

document to the ground staff and they have access to get on board on the aircraft. 

The level of emotion felt by a passenger during this stage is 3.45 out of 5 (where 5 means a 

positive feeling and 1 a negative feeling). 

From the interview with L.D and E.C. working at the airport of Bologna, the usual time for the 

document check during this stage is 10 seconds per passenger for an airport that is not 

implementing biometric identification technologies. 

The waiting time from the time that the flight begins boarding until the boarding closure depends 

on the number of passengers present on the flight and also by the airlines which provide the 

flight. 

The interaction here is with the ground staff (hostess or steward) that checks for every passenger 

his identity and his boarding pass. 

Airports are also providing a self-service option for this stage that implies the use of a self-service 

machine (like for the check-in and boarding pass control procedure) where the passenger has to 

scan is boarding pass in order to have access and walk toward the aircraft. The time employed by 

the machine to recognize and accept the boarding pass is around 6 seconds. 
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- Immigration and document check when you arrive at destination 

The immigration control and document check when you arrive at the destination is the stage 

where passengers have to show their documents (passport, visa or in some cases only the ID) in 

order to prove they have the rights to have access to the particular country they are just landed 

on. This procedure is required only for international flights with a non-domestic origin or non-

part of the same airspace community (such as the Schengen area in EU). 

The level of emotion felt by a passenger during this stage is 2.85out of 5 (where 5 means a positive 

feeling and 1 a negative feeling). 

From the interview with L.D and E.C. working at the airport of Bologna, the usual time for the 

document check during this stage is 43 seconds per passenger for an airport that is not 

implementing biometric identification solutions. 

The queue here can depends, as in the other stage, on seasonality and time during the day. 

The interaction here is always with a police officer working at the airport that has to approve your 

access and your request to stay in the particular country. 

6.2.2. Customer Journey of an airport with Biometric Identification Systems 

In this part of the chapter, the customer journey map of an airport that is implementing 

biometric identification systems will be analyzed. To do so, some of the primary data collected 

during the interviews and observations at Bologna Airport and some secondary data collected by 

doing researches about the topics as described in the methodology have been used. 

- Check-in Procedures 

Considering the check-in phase the first step in all the customer journey of an air passenger, there 

are two different possible options in terms of using biometric identification solutions in the 

airport. 

• The first one possible is the biometric passenger feature (as iris or fingerprint) is registered 

during the check in phase (because it is the first one). If so, the passenger during the standard 

check in procedure (as described for an airport that is not implementing biometric solutions) 

has to register his biometric feature in an appropriate tool that will keep the passenger data 
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during the entire process (only at the departure airport of the flight) and this data will be 

matched during the other stage by the passenger (S. Lee, 2015). This option implies the 

interactions with the ground staff that help the passenger during the registration and the flight 

check-in or it can also suggest the interaction with a self-service technology machine that does 

not involve any human interaction. The time for this option is the same of an airport without 

biometric solutions but with an additional time of 15 seconds to register the biometric 

solutions of the passenger. In the end, the total time is 105 seconds for the check in with the 

ground staff assistance and 65 seconds for the self-service technology option. 

• The second possible option is the identification of the passenger with a biometric passport, so 

during the check in procedures the biometric information included within the biometric 

passport and the identity of the passenger can be already matched also during the first phase of 

the passenger experience. The match can be validated and check if the passenger has the right 

to receive the boarding pass and drop off his luggage. If so, it is possible to conduct this stage 

without any human interaction but only with a self-service machine and the total time needed 

would be an average of 50 seconds per passenger. 

- Passport and Boarding Pass Control 

This stage of passport and boarding pass control with the implementation of biometric solutions 

change to respect the same experience in an airport without biometric solutions. The application 

of biometric identification systems implies that the activity of the passenger is just standing in 

front of a camera and the biometric information registered during or checked via biometric 

passport during the check-in stage are matched. If they camera recognized the feature of the 

passenger with one of the biometric data included in its database (and it verifies the passenger has 

the right to go through the security controls), the passenger could continue his journey through 

the next stages. This is the second moment of the journey where the identity of the passenger is 

checked. The time needed for this stage is around 3 seconds. The interaction here is just with the 

camera and, thus, there is no human interaction. 

- Security Check 

As the respondents pointed out, this stage of security check for safety reason has to be also 

implemented in an airport with biometric identification systems. Considering the same structure 

as for an airport that is not implementing biometric solutions, from the interview with L.D and  
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E.C, the usual time for security check is always around 23 seconds per passenger for every 

security line open. Likewise, the queue can represent an issue and the average amount of time 

waiting to pass the controls is 5 minutes and 5 seconds (the line depends on seasonality and time 

during the day). The interaction here is usually with the airport security workers or the airport 

police that coordinates the security check operations. 

- Immigration Control 

The immigration control stage is really different for an airport that is implementing biometric 

solutions. In this stage, the human interaction would be replaced with the same procedure for the 

passport and boarding card control. The passenger instead of showing the passport or another 

document that validates his right to go to the airside part of the terminal for non-domestic (or for 

flight not in the same air space community) has just to stand in front of the camera. The camera 

will match the passenger biometric feature with the one in its database, and then if there is an 

accepted recognition, the passenger can go through to the part of the terminal where his flight 

will board. 

The interaction is not human but with a camera machine. The time to complete this stage would 

be up to 3 seconds. 

- Gate and Boarding 

Likewise, the immigration control stage and the passport and boarding pass control, the use of 

biometric solutions make the gate and boarding phase without human interaction and the only 

interaction is offered by a camera that matches biometric feature registered in the biometric 

passport or collected during the check-in with the one in its database. If there is a match, the 

passenger can proceed outside of the airport terminal and can get on board of his flight. The time 

expected to pass through the gate control is up to 3 seconds and the amount of waiting time 

before standing in front of the camera also depends on the number of passengers checked in for 

the flight and how many Recognition cameras are open for every gate. 

- Immigration and document check when you arrive at destination 

An airport that is implementing biometric identification systems, for this stage, can only offer a 

biometric solution that involves the biometric feature information included in the biometric 

passport. As described in the previous step, the database has a collection of biometric data 
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registered during the first check-in procedure or collected by biometric passport. In view of the 

fact, for this stage, people are arriving from several airports in different parts of the world, the 

airport can implement only technologies that can match the data include in biometric passports 

with the passenger himself. If the passenger has a biometric passport can go through the stage 

with the interaction of a machine where, first, the passenger has to scan is passport and then the 

machine camera has to recognize the face or the fingerprint of the passenger with the data 

includes in the passport. If there is a match, the identity is proofed, and the passenger has the 

right to enter the arrival territory.  This system requires 23 seconds for both steps (passport 

scanning and biometric recognition). 

If the passenger does not have a biometric passport, it is required the check of his document and 

the identification via the interaction with a police officer and the time expected for every 

passenger check is 43 seconds, the same amount of time as an airport that is not implementing 

biometric solutions. The passenger will be waiting according to the queue that depends on 

seasonality and time during the day (how many flights have landed in the recent span of time. 

7. Discussion 

7.1. Technology acceptance drives customer satisfaction 

In this section, the match of the insights described on the literature review and found on 

secondary data with the knowledge emerged by the primary data collected through the e-survey 

will be described. This match of information helps to answer the first sub-question presented at 

the beginning of the thesis: the first one is “How the acceptance of biometric identification 

systems affects air passenger satisfaction?”. 

The acceptance degree of technology is due to different aspects that will be analyze in this 

paragraph. As it can be seen notice from the e-survey, biometrics solutions are among the favorite 

authentication systems between respondents and the Fingerprint scanning remain the favorite 

among the choices and this in line with the analysis of Jones, Anton and Earp in 2017 about the 

acceptance of self-service technologies.  

The level of familiarity is not the highest as the degree of familiarity with password authentication 

methods, but for some biometrics solutions is high (as for fingerprint scanning), while for others 

as iris scanning the level of unfamiliarity is more than 50%. But at the end, the familiarity remains 
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higher considering that the unfamiliarity degree average among all the biometrics solutions listed 

is less than the 50%. 

The level of comfortability is also high if It is considered that only 9 respondents out of 320 

claimed to be uncomfortable or very uncomfortable with all the biometrics solutions listed and 

some of them as the fingerprint scanning are considered comfortable by the 92% of respondents 

and one/third of my sample thinks all the biometrics solutions listed “comfortable” or “very 

comfortable”. These data are underlining the data collected from the research of Heckle, Patrick 

and Ozok (2010). 

The only notable degree of “uncomfortability” is the one of the signature analysis, a behavioral 

biometric solution. Also, the reliability matter underlines a clear no consideration from 

respondents of behavioral biometric identification systems as signature analysis as one of the 

most reliable authentication methods. Contrariwise from the survey, It can be noticed a high 

degree of confidence in physiological biometrics solutions which are regarded by the majority as 

the most reliable authentication systems. 

Between the factors that help technology acceptance as it has been written in the literature review, 

there is perception of security and the consideration of the privacy matter. 

About the perception of security using biometric identification systems, the majority states a 

positive answer about it. Interesting is the fact that the majority of people who answered a 

negative perception about it is someone who experienced it before. One of the common reasons 

between the “No” to this question has been the lack of control of the information. This is aligning 

what founded on the literature review regarding how the concerns about the acceptance of a 

technology increase if the technology scope is not clear or is not well promulgated. From the 

analysis it can be seen how it changes the degree of security perception within the different ages 

or continent of origin: the respondent over 85 years old considered not secure biometrics 

technology as the young generations and respondents from Asia are not considering secure 

biometrics technology as Western respondents. 

Privacy is another important attribute for technology acceptance. Among the respondents, the 

43% thinks biometrics identification systems have an impact on their privacy. The main reasons 

why those people are feeling their privacy “attacked” by biometrics solutions system is mostly due 

to the fact this information can be collected and used for different and unknown reasons. Here, as 

said before, the issues created by the technology is due to a lack of information regarding what is 

the scope of the use of this technology. Considering the use of biometrics technology related to 
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authentication methods and security, also if it affects their own privacy, a big number of 

respondents would accept their utilization in any case and also a group of respondents would 

allow their use also if affect their privacy if it is related to security reasons (as immigration 

controls) or if the real purpose of the use of biometric identification systems would be specified.  

Just for a small number of respondents, the impact of biometrics solutions concerning their 

privacy represents an important issue.  

As it has been described at the beginning, social and cultural consideration can depict an obstacle 

for biometrics identification systems: religions, beliefs or a different perception due to culture 

could have an impact on the acceptance of this technology. From the e-survey it can be also 

noticed how the religion does not seem a problem, only a small number of respondents (5 out of 

320) believes biometrics technologies are against their religion. 

Regarding the usefulness, the group of respondents believes these identification systems are 

useful and only the 3% thinks they are useless and they think is a useful tool for having access to 

restricted areas. Moreover, a high percentage of the sample believes these technologies can be 

efficient tools in airports, mostly because they can increase the level of security and speed up the 

operations. Moreover, between the respondents who are not seeing biometrics as efficient tools in 

airports is because they do not have an interest in innovative technology and maybe they cannot 

understand the impact that these technological tools can have on airport operations and airport 

experience. 

These factors that has been just presented (usefulness, impact on privacy, reliability and 

perception of security) can be seen as fundamental variables for the technology acceptance. 

7.2. Technology readiness drives customer satisfaction 

This section helps to answer to my second sub-question: “How the passengers’ readiness 

regarding Biometric identification system as a technological tool may have effects on air 

passenger’s satisfaction?” 

Customers willing to adopt new technology, so with a higher degree of technology readiness, are 

more likely to express satisfaction than others with a lower degree of technology readiness. 

The technology readiness, as It has been described in the previous chapters, is determined by two 

positive drivers (optimism and innovativeness) and two negative drivers (insecurity and 

discomfort). 
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The drivers can be assessed on the e-survey in different answers (some of them already used also 

to determine the technology acceptance). 

From my survey, it can be seen that biometrics identification technologies are among the favorites 

authentication methods and the degree of familiarity and comfort expressed by the respondents 

is high for the most used biometric solutions (fingerprint, iris scanning and face recognition). 

Furthermore, the number of respondents who thinks the reliability given by biometrics solutions 

systems is higher than other methods is bigger than other respondents and the majority of the 

respondents believes biometric identification systems are a secure technological tool.  

These answers give me the insights that the level of optimism between the respondents is higher 

than the discomfort one and no element can give the idea that my sample does not have a high 

degree of technology readiness in respect of biometrics identification systems. One of the 

negative drivers, the insecurity, can be seen majorly on matters related to privacy affection or 

security perception but, the negative driver can be limited if the meaning and the purpose of a 

determinate biometric technology is expressed. 

If it is compared the e-survey data depending on the level of interest in innovative technology, the 

articles of Lin and Hsieh (2007) and Son and Han (2011) can be corroborated: who claimed to 

have a high or very high interest in innovative technology tend to think Biometrics technology 

can be efficient tool in airports more than who claimed to have a small or very low interest in 

innovative technology. Also, the level of security perception using biometric identification system 

is different among who claimed to be very interested in innovative technology than who claimed 

to be less interested in innovative technology. 

7.3. Customer Journeys Comparisons and Discussions 

After the analysis of the two different customer journeys described in the previous two sections, it 

is possible to underline some differences between the two situations and these dissimilarities 

delivers various services and, thus, experiences to the passengers. 

First all the phases of the two different customer journey maps that are located in chapter 6 will 

be compared. 
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- Check in Procedures 

For this initial phase, the airport that is not implementing the biometrics technology employs for 

every check in per passenger 90 seconds for the classical version with the ground staff assistance 

and 50 seconds for the self-service option. Otherwise, the airport that is implementing biometrics 

for every check in per passenger employs 105 seconds and 65 seconds, so 15 seconds more than 

the non-biometrics version. The biometric option becomes slower if the passenger owns a 

biometric passport, so the biometric collection and registration are transmitted to the database 

directly with the passport scanning. In this case, the check-in time would be 90 and 50 seconds, 

the same for the non-biometric solutions airport. 

- Passport and Boarding Pass control 

For this second phase of identification and boarding pass check the difference in time employs by 

the two different options is more evident. The airport without biometric solutions takes 6 seconds 

to check every passenger, whereas, the biometric solutions airport processes every passenger in 

only 3 seconds. Moreover, for this second option, there is no human interaction and also the 

interaction with the technology is minimum, the passenger has only to stand in front of the 

camera. 

- Security Check 

The third phase related to the security check has no difference between the two different options 

because, as my interviewees underlined me, the security is a fundamental step for every airport 

and the safety does not depend on by the use of biometric technologies. The security 

requirements are regulated by the Transport security Administration of every country. For this 

reason, the time to process every passenger and the quality of the interactions is the same for 

both customer journey solutions. 

- Immigration Control 

The fourth phase about the immigration control check is different from the two different 

solutions. For the airport without biometric identification systems, to process every passenger, it 

employs 40 seconds, while for the biometric solutions airport is a fast phase, every passenger pass 

through to the next area in 3 seconds. As for the stage 2, the interaction is also different. For the 

biometric option there is no human interaction and also the interaction with the technology is 
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minimum, the passenger has to stand in front of the camera and let his identity got recognized by 

the camera. 

- Gate and Boarding 

As the previous phase, the time to process every passenger by the airport with a biometric 

identification system technology is only 3 seconds, while for the airport without biometric 

technologies is at least the double: 6 seconds if the airport provides a self-service technology and 

up to 10 seconds if the boarding is realized by the human assistance of the ground staff. The 

interaction with the technology is not the same also if the airport without biometrics solutions 

offers a self-service machine because, in this case, the passenger has to scan his boarding pass, 

while in the biometric solution, the passenger has only to stand in front of the camera and let his 

identity got recognized by the camera. 

- Immigration and document check when you arrive at destination 

The final phase comparison related to the immigration control in the arrival area is more 

complicated than the previous ones. The airport that is not implementing biometric technologies 

process the passengers in 43 seconds per passenger. 43 seconds per passenger is the same amount 

of time that takes an airport that is implementing biometric technologies to handle all the 

passengers, but in the case of the biometric passport, one passenger takes only 23 seconds to go 

through this step. 

Now that all the phases have been compared it can be seen that an airport that is implementing 

biometrics technologies is providing a service that is for sure faster than an airport that is not 

implementing biometrics identification solutions. 

With the exception of the “Check-In Phase” in an airport with biometrics solutions where the 

passenger devoid of biometric passport is taken more time than an airport without biometric 

solutions, it can be noticed how the airport which is implementing biometrics technology makes 

the passenger experience faster as follows:  

If the passenger has a biometric passport and he is using a self-service machine for his check-in 

procedure, the airport process and identify him during all the phases of the customer journey in 

105 seconds (50+3+23+3+3+23=105). 
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If the passenger does not have a biometric passport and he is using a self-service machine for his 

check-in procedure, the airport process and identify him during all the phases of the customer 

journey in 140 seconds (65+3+23+3+3+23=140). 

If the passenger has a biometric passport and him is doing the check in procedure with the 

ground staff assistance, the airport process and identify him during all the phases of the customer 

journey in 145 seconds (90+3+23+3+3+23=145). 

If the passenger does not have a biometric passport and he is doing the check in procedure with 

the ground staff assistance, the airport process and identify him during all the phases of the 

customer journey in 180 seconds (105+3+23+3+3+43=180). 

Otherwise, in case an airport is not implementing biometric identification systems technology: 

If the passenger uses the self-service technology for his check-in procedure and the self-service 

technology for his boarding procedure, the airport process and identifies him during all the 

phases of the customer journey in 168 seconds (50+6+23+40+6+43=168). 

If the passenger uses the self-service technology for his check in procedure and no for his 

boarding process, the airport processes and identifies him during all the phases of the customer 

journey in 172 seconds (50+6+23+40+10+43=172). 

If the passenger does not use the self-service technology for any procedure (one of the causes 

could also be that the airport does not provide such technologies), the airport processes and 

identifies him during all the phases of the customer journey in 212 seconds 

(90+6+23+40+10+43=212). 

As it can be underlined, the service provided by airports that are implementing biometric 

identification systems technology is faster in all the cases, except when a passenger does not have 

a biometric passport and he decides to perform his check-in procedure with ground staff 

assistance.  

How faster can be the customer journey of a passenger in airports with biometric technology 

solutions cannot be analyzed only doing the sum of the seconds used to process and identify one 

passenger, but has to be analyzed also considering the waiting time. It has to be considered that 

for every solution that makes slower and uses more time to process every passenger also only one 

phase, the waiting time increases exponentially. For this case it can be contemplated the 

Kingsman’s Waiting Time Formula (Kingman & Atiyah, 1961) that is: 
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time in queue = activity time * (utilization / 1 – utilization) * ((Cv_a^2 + Cv_p^2) / 2) 

Where the activity time is the average processing time of a service factor (as one phase of my 

analysis) is multiplied by the utilization rate (every time the number get higher, the utilization get 

closer to one), multiplied for some variable (and for my case can be seasonality or any random 

events possible). 

Thus, If it is assumed that we have two identical airports with same distribution of passengers 

during the day, same capacity and same structure and same facilities but with two different 

technologies (service factors), the waiting time will grow as long as the utilization is increasing 

(more passengers passing through the service elements). 

The total flow time that makes possible to say that one option is faster than the other is due to the 

sum of the time in the queue plus the processing time. 

Another element of discussion of the differences in between the two customer journeys are the 

service encounters. For the non-biometric airport solutions the service encounters can be human 

or via self-service technology, from an airport that is implementing biometric solutions the only 

human interactions possible during the different phases are during the check-in procedures (if 

the passenger is not deciding to check in through self-service machines) or in case of any 

problems during the journey. The presence of human interactions can make for some passengers 

not really expert of airport procedures the journey and experience more controlled and  easier, 

but in some cases, the human interaction is just more engaging and make the journey slower than 

the use of technology without human interaction. 

In addition the different experience due to the implementations of biometric identification 

systems it depends on by the degree of technology readiness of every passenger. If a passenger is 

more familiar and more comfortable with a particular technology will have a better attitude to 

use it and it is likely to have better performances and technological interactions, the same if the 

passenger has a certain degree of interest in innovative technologies. During the interview with 

E.C., she claimed that the number of seconds spent on the machine by the attitude of the 

passenger and usually if the passenger is not familiar with the tool, the time can increase of 3 

seconds per passenger during every phase where a particular technology is implemented. This 
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data is not referred only to biometric identification systems solutions but all the self-service 

technologies deployed in airports. 

7.4. Final Discussion of the findings 

After having analyzed the different data that have been collected, a more general idea about 

Biometrics Identification Systems perception and the impact they can have on the passenger in 

infrastructure as airports has been presented. 

As the literature suggests, a lot of social concerns have been related to using of biometric 

identification systems in the past years, mostly about privacy, security and cultural 

considerations. From a comparison between the data collected and the data found in the 

literature and previous researches, it can be noticed that some of the concerns presented in the 

theoretical concepts do not represent a huge obstacle for the implementation of biometric 

identification systems. From the survey is highlighted how biometrics identification systems are 

considered secure, reliable and useful tools. A worth noting fact is that despite certain biometrics 

solutions are not really familiar among the public, they are still considered reliable and safe, the 

iris scanning, for example, showed a high  degree of unfamiliarity among respondents, but it is 

still considered the most reliable authentication methods among the one presented.  

Moreover, it can be noticed how the consideration and the acceptance of the use of biometrics 

solutions are not even affected by the previous knowledge or experience that the respondents 

have had before. In fact, the majority of the respondents that they did not know what a biometric 

identification system was, or they never had direct experience with them have a favorable 

consideration for some of them: they stated they are secure, reliable and comfortable. 

It can observed a better review of biological biometric identification systems than behavioral 

identification systems, and the second ones are considered less reliable and less comfortable than 

the others. 

The privacy remains an important matter for the acceptance of biometrics identification systems, 

but It is not representing a significant problem, in fact the data collection showed how the people 

are willing to use these technology solutions also if they affect their privacy and that if it is for 

security matters or the purpose of their use is specified people are accepting these technology also 
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if their privacy can be affected. This finding is corroborating what found in previous researches 

and what described on the literature review. 

The drivers that bring acceptance and technology readiness can also be observed among different 

people category, the only groups that seem to be less ready and to accept less the use of those 

technology solutions are the group of individuals over 58 years old and the group of people with 

a small lever of interest in innovative technology because they consider these technology not 

secure and not useful as other respondent groups. 

About the Customer Journey and the customer experience, I can be seen from my analysis that 

they use of biometric identification systems can make a difference in several stages of the 

experience. The main differences between the comparison done after the interviews and the data 

collected are related to the time of every step operation and the kind of interaction experienced 

by the passenger during the service encounters. 

The time of operations can be reduced in almost every stage of the air passenger journey and this 

can significantly reduce the time needed for every air passenger to complete all the procedures 

from the check-in to the boarding and also when he is landed a destination. As it can be seen 

from the survey, speed up the services is one of the main reasons why biometrics identification 

systems can be efficient in airports and if these technologies are implemented and they generate 

the results expected in terms of length of operations can fill an expectation that has a good 

impact on air passengers.  

The other significant difference in a customer journey after the implementation of biometric 

identification systems is the interaction that presents a transition from a human interaction to a 

technological communication. The technical interaction can represent a problem if the passenger 

it does not show a high aptitude for technology but can save time can be less engaging and this is 

a value that can be favorably accepted by air passengers. Moreover, the problem with 

technological interaction can also emerge in airports that are not implementing biometric 

identification systems due to the fact that a lot of airports now are implementing self-service 

technologies that the customer journey more similar to the customer journey with biometric 

identification systems. 
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8. Conclusions 

During the course of this thesis, it has been tried to assess how the implementation of biometric 

identification systems affects air passenger satisfactions in airports. 

The research has been developed through the analysis of different aspects that are determinant for 

the whole air passenger satisfaction that is, as described before, “the culmination of a series of 

customer experience, the net result of the good ones minus the bad ones”. The aspects analyzed 

were essentially 3: the acceptance of biometric identification systems, the passenger’s technology 

readiness about biometric identification systems and how the implementation biometric solution 

has an impact on the customer journey and therefore on final customer experience. 

Below is the answer to the central research question of this paper that has been developed taking 

into considerations the primary data collected, the literature review, the secondary data and the 

theoretical framework explicated in the previous chapters. 

From the research carried out, is it possible to answer in two different ways to the question “How 

the implementation of Biometric Identification systems affects air passenger’s satisfaction?” 

The application of biometric identification systems may lead an increase in air passengers’ 

satisfaction if certain situations occur. As seen from the analysis, reliability, consideration of the 

tool security and usefulness enhances the acceptance of particular technologies. The technology 

acceptance is also connected to the technology readiness of the passengers that is positively 

assessed by two drivers which are optimism and innovativeness. These two drivers are evaluated 

by the consideration that is made of the usefulness, the familiarity and the comfortability with 

certain technologies, in addition, the propensity degree to the use of innovative technologies by 

the passenger is considered. 

Regarding the customer journey and customer experience, through the secondary data collected 

from the airport industry, the positive impact is created if service attributes deemed necessary by 

airport’s major players (including passengers) are improved. Among those attributes, there are 

airport facilities, immigration facilities, security facilities and so on. In addition to those, a 

significant impact is also affecting quality airport services as the velocity of operations and a 

positive gate experience. 
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From the thesis carried out though it is also possible to establish how the implementation of 

biometrics identification systems can also lead to a decrease in passengers' satisfaction. From 

what has been analyzed a negative impact can be assessed with a low degree of technology 

acceptance and, therefore, a poor perception of technology security and usefulness. Moreover, it 

can also be due to low technology readiness that is the result of two negative drivers: discomfort 

and insecurity that are possibly caused by the reluctance of innovative technologies use. 

Regarding to the customer journey and customer experience the overall impact of biometrics 

identification system can be negative in the event the passenger is unwilling to use a “self-service” 

technology based on human features or if the passenger prefers a human interaction instead of an 

artificial interaction that does not involve any kind of meeting with a human assistant (as the 

biometric technology requires). 

The two different solutions to this question may be both valid because it’s a debate about 

individual passenger’s satisfaction, and every passenger has his own features and preferences. 

In case the analysis has to be conducted on a general group of people, according to the 

information collected and the insights from the interviews, it can be proposed that the 

implementation of biometric solutions can have a positive impact on the overall customer 

satisfaction of airport passengers. The reasons are described below. 

The e-survey has confirmed what has been found in previous researches. Biometric identification 

systems are considered secure and useful tool especially in airports. The high regard gave to 

biometrics solutions in terms of reliability in an important aspect which shows how these tools 

are considered not only secure but also familiar and comfortable for a good part of the sample 

(these can also be confirmed by the fact the only 2% of the sample declared not comfortable with 

all the listed biometric solutions). Furthermore, the discussion with respect to social and privacy 

concerns carried in the third chapter seems to not have an adverse impact on the use of these 

types of authentication systems. For example. the privacy matters seem not to be a problem 

considering that most of the respondents would use these technologies also if they may even have 

an impact on their privacy. The acceptance and consideration of these technological tools grow if 

the reason of their used is claimed and specified. Additionally, specific references to religion or 

cultural issues as presented in the case presentation seems to not impacting among the e-survey 

respondents. 
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Furthermore the idea that these types of technologies can increase the performance and 

efficiency of an airport maintain the argument these biometrics solutions can have a positive 

impact on overall air passenger satisfaction. 

Even according to the analysis of the customer journeys and, therefore, the customer experience 

if the speed of the operations is an important determinant of the airport service quality it can be 

concluded the implementation of biometrics will have a positive impact on customer satisfaction. 

As can be noticed from the comparison of the two customer journeys, the one that provides a 

service with biometrics identification systems comes as faster and can reduce and simplify 

interactions with airport staff. 

Moreover, starting with the improvement of the airport service attributes (such as more rapid 

airport procedures) can lead to airport improvements that can affects customer satisfaction in 

more indirect ways: by speeding up airport operations for each passenger the airport can ensure a 

better flow management and can provide to other airport customers, like airlines, more efficient 

services. In fact, providing a more efficient service even to airlines, the airport can deliver to air 

passenger an overall better service and better experience, and so on, the satisfaction can increase. 

For airports, the implementation of biometric technologies can be a positive solution in respect 

of the logistical challenges that the growth of air passenger number is creating in this type of 

infrastructure. 

As a final summary: the fact that air travelers are optimistic and willing to use a kind of 

identification system that ensures security (especially in a moment where security is one of the 

most important issues for the industry) and efficiency even from the customer experience side, 

biometrics identification systems can affects positively the satisfaction of air passengers. 

8.1. Future Research 

Intriguing directions for future studies have been identified.  

Future researches could be addressed to the operational implications of the implementation of 

biometrics identification systems. As described in the conclusion biometrics solutions can have 

an impact also on other players of the airport industry, mainly handling companies and airlines. 
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Research regarding the logistical effects and challenges that the implementation of this type of 

authentication method can have on the handling companies and airlines and can be examined.  

Moreover could be interesting to understand which biometric identification system can be more 

efficient in terms of operations and in terms of passenger perception and functionality. From this 

work emerges the passenger’s attitude towards particular kinds of biometrics solutions and it can 

be interesting understand which one can be the most accepted between air travelers. 

Finally, it would be interesting to understand if the use of biometric technologies can enhance the 

feelings during the customer journey, because of this thesis, due to lack of data, could not assess 

this impact. 
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10. Appendixes  
Interview with L.D. 

La seguente intervista che sto per farle, cerca di indagare come le tecnologie biometriche possano 
avere un impatto sulla customer journey dell’aeroporto. 

Interviewer: iniziamo parlando del check in, cosa prevede la procedura classica del check in, e 
quale è la sua durata? 

L.D.: Solitamente la durata è di circa 90 secondi per ogni passeggero per quanto riguarda il check 
in classico. E c’è la presenza di una hostess. Oggi, in tantissimi aeroporti come quello di Bologna, 
la presenza di tecnologie self-service è sempre più diffusa. IL boarding pass è ottenuto tramite 
una macchina self-service che processa ogni passeggero in circa 50 secondi. Qua, il bagaglio è 
messo via automaticamente dal passeggero. E’ una forma molto utilizzata oggi giorno soprattutto 
da chi vuole velocizzare le operazioni e soprattutto da chi viaggia senza bagaglio da stiva.  

Interviewer: Non avete mai avuto problemi? 

L.D.: Negli anni ci è capitato ma niente di problematico, solo errori di sistema. Ovviamente molti 
problemi nascono dalla abilità del passeggero nel saperlo usare e proprio per questo, per evitare 
problemi inizialmente abbiamo messo hostess. da qualche tempo non ne abbiamo più bisogno. 

Interviewer: Rispetto a soluzioni biometriche? Quali sono le possibilità? 

L.D: Mah dovresti parlarne con la mia collega che ne sa di più. Comunque può essere 
implementata una soluzione che prevede la vera e propria registrazione di una banca dati e 
un’altra che prevede l’uso del passaporto biometrico. poi lei ti può dare più dettagli anche sulle 
tempistiche. 

Interviewer: Qual’è il tipo di interazione durante questa fase? 

LD.: durante il check in Classico abbiamo interazione con il passeggero tramite l’hostess di terra, 
mentre durante la fase iniziale di implementazione delle check-in self service avevamo messo una 
hostess di terra per aiutare ed insegnare i passeggeri su come utilizzare la macchina. Dopo 
qualche mese l’abbiamo tolta perché vedevamo che le persone erano abbastanza preparate e non 
avevano difficoltà. 

Interviewer: rispetto alle soluzioni biometriche? 

L.D: ma qua se c’è la registrazione deve interagire con la persona che registra la banca dati delle 
informazioni, se invece viene usato il passaporto biometrico, l’interazione non esiste, cioè avviene 
con la macchina.  

Interviewer: Qual’è il grado di soddisfazione generale di questa fase? Avete dei dati a riguardo? 
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L.D.: non abbiamo niente di specifico, però non abbiamo mai riscontrato problemi, se non cattivi 
feedback dovuti all’attesa, che ovviamente cambia da stagione a stagione e da volo a volo. 

Interviewer: Cosa prevede la fase di controllo biglietto e documento prima di andare a fare i 
controlli di sicurezza? 

L.D.: esattamente quello che hai detto, solamente mostrare il biglietto e il documento ad un 
addetto aeroportuale. serve solamente per capire se il passeggero ha il diritto di entrare nella zona 
imbarchi e soprattutto se il suo volo è previsto nelle ore seguenti. Se una persona ha un volo dopo 
20 ore non può entrare, se no anche il flusso delle persone cambierebbe. qua, rispetto a soluzioni 
biometriche esistono sistemi di riconoscimento facciale che potrebbero essere implementati in 
futuro che riconosce la caratteristica biometrica senza che il passeggero faccia nulla e quindi è 
molto pratica. E il passeggero va allo step successivo.  

Interviewer: Qual’è la durata di questa procedura? E avete dati sul tempo di attesa? 

L.D.: Per la soluzione biometrica sono 3 secondi. Sui tempi specifici della procedura classica, sono 
6 secondi per passeggero, mentre il tempo di attesa dipende anche qui molto dalla stagionalità e 
dal momento durante la giornata. Ci sono diversi picchi tipo la mattina verso le 7 e verso le sei di 
sera prima dei voli serali.  

Interviewer: Utilizzate eventuali tecnologie self-service durante questo passaggio? 

L.D. Si, come puoi vedere, ci sono anche versioni self.service, come qua ad esempio. Praticamente 
tutto avviene tramite la scansione del boarding pass utilizzando un code reader che è come quello 
dei supermercati. 

Interviewer: in questa situazione qual’è la durata della procedura? 

La durata è 6 secondi come quella normale, con l’unica differenza che non c’è nessun tipo di 
contatto e il passeggero è autonomo. 

Interviewer: qual’è l’interazione presente qua? 

L.D. L’interazione è con l’addetto aeroportuale che controlla i documenti o in caso della 
tecnologia self service o anche di riconoscimento facciale l’interazione è solo con la macchina e 
non c’è nessun tipo di incontro. Per la soluzione biometrica l’interazione anche con la macchina è 
quasi nulla 

Interviewer: Qual’è la soddisfazione generale per questa fase? avete dati a riguardo? 

L.D.: No, nessuno. 
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Interviewer: Rispetto alla fase dei controlli di sicurezza. Qual’è l’attività? 

L.D.: I controlli prevedono solamente il controllo di ogni passeggero tramite l’uso del classico 
metal detector o del body scanner. In questo aeroporto non si usa il body scanner. 

Interviewer: Esistono delle tecnologie biometriche per questa fase? 

L.D.: No, o per lo meno non vengono ancora implementate perché si cerca di avere standard 
uguali  per la sicurezza. Soprattutto con la minaccia di attacchi terroristici. Infatti per questo non 
ti saprei dare una risposta precisa rispetto alle diverse tempistiche. 

Interviewer:. Quanto dura questa procedura? Avete dati sui tempi di attesa? 

L.D. considerando ogni linea aperta, o chiamiamola anche corsia, il tempo è di circa 23 secondi 
per passeggero. Rispetto ai tempi di attesa, la media è di circa 5 minuti e 5 secondi. Ma, come per 
le altre fasi dipende molto dalla stagionalità e dal momento nell’arco della giornata e anche se si 
verificano problemi di ostacolo o imprevisti dovuti anche a solo un passeggero. Ma comunque si, 
la media di attesa è circa 5 minuti e 5 secondi. 

Interviewer: Qual’è l’interazione presente qua? 

L.D. L’interazione è con l’addetto aeroportuale che solitamente è un addetto della polizia 
aeroportuale. se vogliamo possiamo anche includerci la interazione con la macchina che è 
comunque guidata dall’addetto. 

Interviewer: Avete dati sulla soddisfazione o le emozioni provate? 

L.D. No, anche su questo non abbiamo mai trovato niente ma, ad ogni modo, ma da una ricerca 
che ha condotto una nostra collega anni fa, sapevamo che questo rappresenta uno dei momenti 
più critici della customer journey, dovuto anche alla serietà della presenza di polizia. ovviamente 
è una fase dove noi abbiamo meno  a che fare perché gestita da loro e quindi ache più difficile da 
gestire. 

Interviewer: Il passaggio dell’immigrazione cosa prevede? 

L.D. prevede il controllo del documento di ogni passeggero e la polizia controlla se questo 
passeggero ha il diritto, ho ha il visto per accedere in una area non comunitaria che è come se 
fosse considerato “estero”. 

Interviewer: Esiste la possibilità di applicare tecnologie biometriche qua? 
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L.D. esiste si, ma noi in Italia non l’abbiamo ancora. praticamente qua si può implementare una 
macchina che fa riconoscimento facciale e il passeggero deve solamente stare in piedi e guardare 
davanti alla camera. Molto semplice. 

Interviewer: qual’è il tempo di questa procedura? Avete dati sull’attesa? 

L.D. Il tempo di processo è di circa 40 secondi per passeggero, mentre rispetto all’attesa non 
abbiamo dati precisi e anche qua dipende dalla stagionalità e dall’ora.Per la soluzione biometrica 
il tempo si abbasserebbe a 3 secondi. 

Interviewer: Avete dati rispetto le emozioni provate? 

L.D.: No, nessuno. 

Interviewer: Che tipo di interazione esiste? 

L.D.: L’interazione è con il poliziotto che gestisce la procedura. Per la soluzione biometrica è con 
la macchina.  

Interviewer: Il processo di imbarco al gate cosa prevede? Vengono utilizzate determinate 
tecnologie? 

L.D: La fase prevede solo il controllo del documento e del boarding pass per valutare se ogni 
passeggero ha il diritto di imbarcarsi. Possono venire utilizzate diverse tecnologie ma non è 
necessario. A Bologna per esempio non è così, ma in diversi aeroporti il controllo viene fatto 
tramite macchine self-service che come nelle precedenti fasi scannerizzano la carta d’imbarco 
facendo aprire il varco. La macchina impiega circa 6 secondi mentre per il boarding classico è 
circa 4 secondi in più, quindi 10 secondi. Anche qua esisterebbe una soluzione biometrica che 
matcha i dati e riconsce i tratti biometrici del viso ad esempio con quelli del database. E qua il 
tempo è sempre di 3 secondi. 

Interviewer: l’interazione qui come si manifesta? 

L.D.: Si ha con la macchina o come nel nostro aeroporto con le hostess di terra. Per le soluzioni 
biometriche solo con la camera o lettore. 

Interviewer: Avete dati sulle emozioni percepite dal passeggero? 

L.D: No, nessuna. 

Interviewer: Rispetto invece la zona degli arrivi, che tecnologie vengono usate? 

L.D: Allora, per questa fase, che controlla se un passeggero ha o meno il diritto di entrare in 
aeroporto si prevede che i passeggeri appena arrivati mostrino i documenti al poliziotto o a chi di 
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dovere. Ovviamente questo vale solamente per i passeggeri che arrivano da destinazioni non 
comunitarie o extra europee come nel caso di Bologna. Noi in aeroporto, come vedrai con la mia 
collega, abbiamo una soluzione di tecnologia biometrica che legge le informazioni sul passaporto 
biometrico e poi fa un riconoscimento. i dati te li può dare lei. 

Interviewer: Qual’è la durata di questa procedura?  

L.D.: la durata del controllo classico è di circa 43 secondi per passeggeri, e anche qua la fila 
dipende molto dal periodo o dall’orario di arrivo. se arrivano due voli da 400 persone l’uno 
ovviamente si attende di più. Sulla biometrica, te li può fornire la mia collega. 

Interviewer: L’interazione qui con chi è? 

L.D.: allora, l’interazione qua è con un ufficiale di polizia che lavora in aeroporto, gestiscono tutto 
loro qua, un po’ come dai controlli di sicurezza. Noi non abbiamo più di tanto potere. Nel caso 
della tecnologia biometrica è con la macchina.  

Interviewer: Avete dati sulle emozioni percepite dal passeggero? 

L.D: nulla sinceramente, anche se dovrebbero essere contenti visto che sono arrivati a 
destinazione. 

Interviewer: Rispetto alla privacy, avete qualche informazione a riguardo, lamentele o problemi 
amministrativi per poter utilizzare tecnologie biometriche? 

L.D.: Che io sappia, lamentele nessuna, credo che adesso la sicurezza venga sempre apprezzata, 
rispetto alla legge, diciamo che in Italia noi non possiamo ancora usare tecnologie biometriche se 
vengono racchiuse informazioni sui passeggeri. le uniche tecnologie biometriche permesse, ad 
oggi, sono quelle dove è la polizia a gestire queste fasi, dove noi siamo praticamente soggetti 
passivi. 

Interviewer: Quindi come quella nella zona arrivi, o eventualmente nella security? 

L.D: Esattamente. per ora non abbiamo ancora info sulla security, ma vedremo. 

Interviewer: Rispetto alla sicurezza, considera queste tecnologie rilevanti? 

L.D: bè credo di si, penso possano veramente garantire la verità. se ancora oggi ci sono casi di 
passaporti rubati, dopo non sarà più possibile. 

Interviewer: Rispetto alle tempistiche, avete dati più avanzati? Tipo una valutazione generale del 
tempo ottimizzato, se esiste? 
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L.D: Non proprio, diciamo che se uno fa la somma del tempo che si è risparmiato. si capisce che il 
tempo risparmiato è parecchio. qua ne va a beneficio di tutti, sia i passeggeri che le compagnie 
aeree che così possono avere meno ritardi. e’ un ciclo diciamo. 

Interviewer: Qual’è il rischio più grande nell’implementazione delle tecnologie biometriche? 

L.D: ma sinceramente è lo stesso delle tecnologie self-service, ovvero che si perda tempo a capire 
come funziona la macchina. certe persone potrebbero essere meno pronte o sentirsi meno servite. 
Ovviamente con le soluzioni biometriche è tutto molto automatico, quindi non dovrebbero 
esserci più di tanti problemi. 

Interviewer: Considerando che con le soluzioni biometriche prevedono spesso nessuna 
interazione, crede che possa essere uno svantaggio? 

L.D.; sulla carta potrebbe essere strano, soprattutto per gli anziani, ma secondo me rende tutto 
più fluido e non vediamo troppi problemi. 

Interviewer: Altro da aggiungere? 

L.D: Direi di no. 

Interview with E.C. 
Interviewer: La seguente intervista che sto per farle, cerca di indagare come le tecnologie 
biometriche possano avere un impatto sulla customer journey dell’aeroporto. 

Interviewer: iniziamo parlando del check in, cosa prevede la procedura classica del check in, e 
quale è la sua durata? 

E.C: il check in prevede la classica accettazione. Dura circa 90 secondi per passeggero. Poi 
disponiamo anche di tecnologie self-service ovvero macchine di accettazione check-in dove ogni 
passeggero si stampa autonomamente la carta di imbarco. Più o meno parliamo di circa 50 
secondi a persona. Ma dipende molto dalla confidenza e praticità del passeggero con la macchina. 
Molte volte i passeggeri sono svegli ma quando non lo sono ci mettono più tempo del previsto. 

Interviewer: Quindi i problemi dipendono dalla praticità della macchina o dall’abilità del 
passeggero? 

E.C.: Dipende soprattutto dalla confidenza con la tecnologia del passeggero. 

Interviewer: Rispetto a soluzioni biometriche? Quali sono le possibilità? 

E.C.: Allora noi non ne abbiamo ancora implementate ma ci sono due possibilità per il futuro che 
si potrebbero valutare. Tutto cambia se il passeggero dispone o meno del passaporto biometrico. 
Se il passeggero ha il passaporto biometrico, l’identità del passeggero si può benissimo 
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identificare tramite quella. Praticamente funziona così: la macchina riconosce la caratteristica 
biometrica registrata nel passaporto e accetta il passeggero che può depositare la valigia 
autonomamente. Questo fa si che dopo la caratteristica biometrica è già nel database 
dell’aeroporto e velocizza tutte le procedure successive. 

Interviewer: L’accettazione quanto dura in questo caso? 

E.C.: 50 secondi per passeggero. 

Interviewer: La seconda soluzione? 

E.C.: La seconda soluzione consiste nell’andare nel banco check in come nella classica situazione 
di check in o nella macchina di self-service check in e dopo che si presenta il documento e si vede 
che il passeggero ha effettivamente un volo da prendere gli vengono registrate le sue 
caratteristiche biometriche che possono essere caratteristiche del volto o l’iride. Difficilmente 
anche l’impronta digitale. Così le caratteristiche sono nel database e nelle prossime procedure 
queste caratteristiche serviranno da base. Praticamente dopo, per ogni fase, queste caratteristiche 
registrate serviranno per identificare il passeggero. 

Interviewer: In questo caso quindi si aggiunge un tempo specifico per la registrazione? 

E.C. esatto, circa 15 secondi in più rispetto alla versione biometrica. Considera che se il check in 
classico impiega solitamente 90 secondi, la registrazione fa si che ci vogliano circa 15 secondi in 
più. A me sembra un tempo pressappoco minimo. 

Interviewer: Qual’è il tipo di interazione durante questa fase? 

E.C.: Per il check in classico c’è la classica assistenza di terra, con la versione self-service l’incontro 
è solo con la macchina.  

Interviewer: rispetto alle soluzioni biometriche? 

E.C.: ma qua se c’è la registrazione deve interagire con la persona che registra la banca dati delle 
informazioni, se invece viene usato il passaporto biometrico, l’interazione non esiste, cioè avviene 
con la macchina.  

Interviewer: Qual’è il grado di soddisfazione generale di questa fase? Avete dei dati a riguardo? 

E.C.: Nessun dato specifico. 
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Interviewer: Cosa prevede la fase di controllo biglietto e documento prima di andare a fare i 
controlli di sicurezza? 

E.C.: Solo il controllo del biglietto e del documento. 

Interviewer: Qual’è la durata di questa procedura? E avete dati sul tempo di attesa? 

E.C.: 3 secondi per la soluzione biometrica e 6 per quella classica. Sui tempi di attesa niente di 
specifico. 

Interviewer: Utilizzate eventuali tecnologie self-service durante questo passaggio? 

E.C.. Si, prevede solo la scansione del biglietto. 

Interviewer: in questa situazione qual’è la durata della procedura? 

6 secondi 

Interviewer: qual’è l’interazione presente qua? 

E.C.. Addetto aeroportuale o macchina. 

Interviewer: Qual’è la soddisfazione generale per questa fase? avete dati a riguardo? 

E.C.: No. 

Interviewer: Rispetto alla fase dei controlli di sicurezza. Qual’è l’attività? 

E.C.: Controllo classico con metal detector. in alcuni aeroporti hanno il body scanner. 

Interviewer: Esistono delle tecnologie biometriche per questa fase? 

E.C.: No. 

Interviewer:. Quanto dura questa procedura? Avete dati sui tempi di attesa? 

E.C. 23 secondi per ogni varco aperto. La fila è circa 5 minuti e 5 secondi se non erro. 

Interviewer: Qual’è l’interazione presente qua? 

E.C. Macchina e addetto aeroportuale 

Interviewer: Avete dati sulla soddisfazione o le emozioni provate? 
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E.C. No. 

Interviewer: Il passaggio dell’immigrazione cosa prevede? 

E.C. prevede il controllo del documento di ogni passeggero e la polizia controlla se questo 
passeggero ha il diritto, ho ha il visto per accedere in una area non comunitaria che è come se 
fosse considerato “estero”. esiste una biometrica, ovvero ti riconosce i dati del volto e ti fa passare.  

Interviewer: qual’è il tempo di questa procedura? Avete dati sull’attesa? 

E.C. La biometrica 3 secondi, quella con il poliziotto 40. 

Interviewer: Avete dati rispetto le emozioni provate? 

E.C.: No 

Interviewer: Che tipo di interazione esiste? 

E.C.: Poliziotto o macchina. 

Interviewer: Il processo di imbarco al gate cosa prevede? Vengono utilizzate determinate 
tecnologie? 

E.C.: Esiste una versione biometrica di sicuro che impiega circa 3 secondi a passeggero e anche 
qui si fonda sul riconoscimento facciale. la procedura classica invece è circa 10 se non mi sbaglio. 
quindi abbastanza simile. Tutto sta nel fare vedere il passaporto e la carta di imbarco. forse in 
alcuni passaporti non serve nemmeno il documento. 

Interviewer: l’interazione qui come si manifesta? 

E.C.: Hostess di terra o macchina. 

Interviewer: Avete dati sulle emozioni percepite dal passeggero? 

E.C: No, mi dispiace. 

Interviewer: Rispetto invece la zona degli arrivi, che tecnologie vengono usate? 

E.C.: Per questa procedura, che è la classica di controllo passaporti, c’è il controllo classico con il 
poliziotto oppure una soluzione biometrica, tipo quella che implementiamo noi, che è possibile se 
viene utilizzato un passaporto biometrico. Come hai potuto vedere, funziona così, prima di tutto 
viene scansionato il passaporto e dopo la macchina ti riconosce la faccia sulla base 
dell’informazione rilevata nel passaporto, oppure ti chiede l’impronta digitale. 
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Interviewer: Qual’è la durata di questa procedura?  

E.C.: la versione biometrica dura 23 secondi, includendo tutte le fasi, l’altra sempre 43 secondi. 

Interviewer: L’interazione qui con chi è? 

E.C.: Con il poliziotto o con la macchina biometrica 

Interviewer: Avete dati sulle emozioni percepite dal passeggero? 

E.C.: Anche qui no. 

Interviewer: Rispetto alla privacy, avete qualche informazione a riguardo, lamentele o problemi 
amministrativi per poter utilizzare tecnologie biometriche? 

E.C.: Su questo non me ne intendo molto, diciamo che ad oggi, il mantenere informazioni 
considerate calde dei passeggeri è spesso proibito, per questioni di sicurezza è diverso ma è 
gestito tutto dall’europa. 

Interviewer: Rispetto alla sicurezza, considera queste tecnologie rilevanti? 

E.C.: sicuramente l’affidabilità è molto più alta. Io sono la prima che mi fiderei di più. 

Interviewer: Rispetto alle tempistiche, avete dati più avanzati? Tipo una valutazione generale del 
tempo ottimizzato, se esiste? 

E.C.: No, ma sommando tutti i dati che abbiamo dovrebbe riuscire ad avere un’idea generale di 
quello che si può risparmiare. dovrebbe provare a chiedere in Nord europa, dove lì le tecnologie 
biometriche vengono valutate di più. ma obiettivamente la velocità delle procedura è una delle 
cose più apprezzate dai passeggeri 

Interviewer: Qual’è il rischio più grande nell’implementazione delle tecnologie biometriche? 

E.C.: Ma non parlerei proprio di rischio, diciamo che le persone meno tecnologiche, anzi diciamo 
imbranate, possono perdere più tempo del previsto a cercare di capire come funziona la 
macchina, ma il tempo risparmiato è comunque più alto. Obiettivamente non devono fare nulla 
in molte occasioni. 

Interviewer: Considerando che con le soluzioni biometriche prevedono spesso nessuna 
interazione umana, crede che possa essere uno svantaggio? 

E.C.: secondo me no, alla fine è tutto abbastanza tranquillo e molto spesso l’interazione umana 
mette ansie ai passeggeri, tipo quella coi poliziotti. 
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Interviewer: Altro da aggiungere? 

E.C.: No. 
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